UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION III
2443 Warrenville Road, Ste 210
Lisle, IL 60532-4362
December 9, 2011

Mr. James Hatten
Radiation Safety Officer
Advanced Medical Diagnostics
16450 S. 104th Avenue
Orland Park, IL 60467
SUBJECT:

NRC RECIPROCITY FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2012

Dear Mr. Hatten,
This letter is a reminder that each Agreement State licensee (licensee) seeking to conduct
activities under reciprocity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement States, or
in offshore waters (reciprocity activities) under the general license established in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Section 150.20, for the first time in a calendar year must
submit a request containing certain information to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). This general license authorizes persons holding a specific license from an Agreement
State to conduct the same activity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement
States, or in offshore waters, if the specific license issued by the Agreement State does not limit
the authorized activity to specific locations or facilities.
If you request reciprocity under this general license, you must submit: (1) NRC Form 241,
“Report of Proposed Activities in Non-Agreement States, Areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction,
or Offshore Waters;” (2) a copy of your Agreement State specific license; and (3) the fee
specified in 10 CFR 170.31, Item No. 16, as required by 10 CFR 150.20(b)(l). The current fee is
$2,300, though this is subject to change. The NRC must receive this filing a minimum of 3 days
before the licensee engages in reciprocity activities.
For your information and use in filing for reciprocity, an electronic version of NRC Form 241 can
be found on the NRC’s Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/readinqrm/doc-collections/forms/ . This
form was revised in November 2011; please use the current form when filing for reciprocity in
2012.
You do not have to obtain positive authorization from the NRC before performing activities
requested on an NRC Form 241 that has been submitted to the NRC; however, if the NRC
determines that the form contains omissions or errors, the NRC staff will contact you in an
attempt to obtain the correct information. If the discrepancies cannot be resolved and you do
not qualify for the general license, the NRC will inform you of this determination and indicate
that you have not complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 150.20. In this case, you are not
authorized to perform reciprocity activities and must cease any activities that have begun in
NRC jurisdiction until the NRC resolves the discrepancies.

J. Hatten
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An area of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction is an area over which the Federal government
exercises legal control without interference from the jurisdiction and administration of State law.
If you are proposing to perform licensed activities on Federal property in an Agreement State,
you must first determine the jurisdictional status of the area where you plan to work. If you are
unsure about jurisdictional status of the work location on Federal land, you should contact the
Federal agency that controls the facility where the work is to be performed. A written statement
concerning the jurisdictional status is not required to file for reciprocity; however, you should
obtain such a statement for reference and inspection purposes.
Under the general license, a general licensee conducting reciprocity activities is limited to a total
of 180 days in any calendar year. Reciprocity activities conducted in offshore waters are not
subject to the 180-day limit. The NRC tracks reciprocity usage on the basis of approved usage
days. The NRC will not approve any activity under the general license that would exceed the
180-day limit. It is important that you track the days of use and submit changes to dates of
work, when applicable. Storage of material in NRC jurisdiction is considered a reciprocity
activity; days when material is stored and not used count toward the 180-day limit.
Licensees who perform activities using separate Agreement State licenses must submit
separate reciprocity requests. For example, if a licensee has separate radiography and service
licenses, and performs reciprocity work under both, the licensee must submit a separate NRC
Form 241 with evidence of the appropriate fee for the initial filing for each license. The activities
under reciprocity will be limited to 180 days separately for each license.
The NRC expects that you will review the information provided on NRC Form 241, as well as
the regulations cited in 10 CFR 150.20(b), to ensure that your radiation safety program is in
compliance with NRC regulations before conducting reciprocity activities.
If you perform reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction, you must conduct these activities in
accordance with the conditions specified in your Agreement State license, representations
made in NRC Form 241, and other rules, regulations, and orders of the NRC, now or hereafter
in effect. Failure to file NRC Form 241 before performing under reciprocity or failure to comply
with these regulations or to conduct your radiation safety program in compliance with NRC
regulations while operating under reciprocity may result in NRC enforcement action. Such
actions could include the issuance of a notice of violation, imposition of a civil penalty, or an
order to take certain actions as described in the NRC Enforcement Policy, which is available on
the NRC's Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/enforcement/enforce-pol.html .
Your reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction are subject to inspection by NRC personnel. As an
Agreement State licensee operating under reciprocity, you must be aware of NRC requirements
concerning your activities. Your lack of awareness of NRC requirements and applicable
provisions will not prevent NRC from taking appropriate enforcement action.

J. Hatten
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If you have any questions about the regulations or the application process, please feel free to
contact me at (630) 829-9742 or by e-mail at geoffrey.warren@nrc.gov .
Sincerely,
/RA/
Geoffrey M. Warren,
Health Physicist
Materials Inspection Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Docket No. 150-00012
State of Illinois License No. IL-02322-01

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION III
2443 Warrenville Road, Ste 210
Lisle, IL 60532-4362
December 9, 2011

Mr. Tony Gregory
Radiation Safety Officer
Automation and Control Technology, Inc.
6141 Avery Road
P.O. Box 3667
Dublin, OH 43016
SUBJECT:

NRC RECIPROCITY FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2012

Dear Mr. Gregory,
This letter is a reminder that each Agreement State licensee (licensee) seeking to conduct
activities under reciprocity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement States, or
in offshore waters (reciprocity activities) under the general license established in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Section 150.20, for the first time in a calendar year must
submit a request containing certain information to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). This general license authorizes persons holding a specific license from an Agreement
State to conduct the same activity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement
States, or in offshore waters, if the specific license issued by the Agreement State does not limit
the authorized activity to specific locations or facilities.
If you request reciprocity under this general license, you must submit: (1) NRC Form 241,
“Report of Proposed Activities in Non-Agreement States, Areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction,
or Offshore Waters;” (2) a copy of your Agreement State specific license; and (3) the fee
specified in 10 CFR 170.31, Item No. 16, as required by 10 CFR 150.20(b)(l). The current fee is
$2,300, though this is subject to change. The NRC must receive this filing a minimum of 3 days
before the licensee engages in reciprocity activities.
For your information and use in filing for reciprocity, an electronic version of NRC Form 241 can
be found on the NRC’s Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/readinqrm/doc-collections/forms/ . This
form was revised in November 2011; please use the current form when filing for reciprocity in
2012.
You do not have to obtain positive authorization from the NRC before performing activities
requested on an NRC Form 241 that has been submitted to the NRC; however, if the NRC
determines that the form contains omissions or errors, the NRC staff will contact you in an
attempt to obtain the correct information. If the discrepancies cannot be resolved and you do
not qualify for the general license, the NRC will inform you of this determination and indicate
that you have not complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 150.20. In this case, you are not
authorized to perform reciprocity activities and must cease any activities that have begun in
NRC jurisdiction until the NRC resolves the discrepancies.

T. Gregory
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An area of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction is an area over which the Federal government
exercises legal control without interference from the jurisdiction and administration of State law.
If you are proposing to perform licensed activities on Federal property in an Agreement State,
you must first determine the jurisdictional status of the area where you plan to work. If you are
unsure about jurisdictional status of the work location on Federal land, you should contact the
Federal agency that controls the facility where the work is to be performed. A written statement
concerning the jurisdictional status is not required to file for reciprocity; however, you should
obtain such a statement for reference and inspection purposes.
Under the general license, a general licensee conducting reciprocity activities is limited to a total
of 180 days in any calendar year. Reciprocity activities conducted in offshore waters are not
subject to the 180-day limit. The NRC tracks reciprocity usage on the basis of approved usage
days. The NRC will not approve any activity under the general license that would exceed the
180-day limit. It is important that you track the days of use and submit changes to dates of
work, when applicable. Storage of material in NRC jurisdiction is considered a reciprocity
activity; days when material is stored and not used count toward the 180-day limit.
Licensees who perform activities using separate Agreement State licenses must submit
separate reciprocity requests. For example, if a licensee has separate radiography and service
licenses, and performs reciprocity work under both, the licensee must submit a separate NRC
Form 241 with evidence of the appropriate fee for the initial filing for each license. The activities
under reciprocity will be limited to 180 days separately for each license.
The NRC expects that you will review the information provided on NRC Form 241, as well as
the regulations cited in 10 CFR 150.20(b), to ensure that your radiation safety program is in
compliance with NRC regulations before conducting reciprocity activities.
If you perform reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction, you must conduct these activities in
accordance with the conditions specified in your Agreement State license, representations
made in NRC Form 241, and other rules, regulations, and orders of the NRC, now or hereafter
in effect. Failure to file NRC Form 241 before performing under reciprocity or failure to comply
with these regulations or to conduct your radiation safety program in compliance with NRC
regulations while operating under reciprocity may result in NRC enforcement action. Such
actions could include the issuance of a notice of violation, imposition of a civil penalty, or an
order to take certain actions as described in the NRC Enforcement Policy, which is available on
the NRC's Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/enforcement/enforce-pol.html .
Your reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction are subject to inspection by NRC personnel. As an
Agreement State licensee operating under reciprocity, you must be aware of NRC requirements
concerning your activities. Your lack of awareness of NRC requirements and applicable
provisions will not prevent NRC from taking appropriate enforcement action.

T. Gregory
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If you have any questions about the regulations or the application process, please feel free to
contact me at (630) 829-9742 or by e-mail at geoffrey.warren@nrc.gov .
Sincerely,
/RA/
Geoffrey M. Warren,
Health Physicist
Materials Inspection Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Docket No. 150-00034
State of Ohio License No. 03214250001

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION III
2443 Warrenville Road, Ste 210
Lisle, IL 60532-4362
December 9, 2011

Mr. Leonard Davis
Radiation Safety Officer
Battelle Memorial Institute
505 King Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201
SUBJECT:

NRC RECIPROCITY FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2012

Dear Mr. Davis,
This letter is a reminder that each Agreement State licensee (licensee) seeking to conduct
activities under reciprocity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement States, or
in offshore waters (reciprocity activities) under the general license established in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Section 150.20, for the first time in a calendar year must
submit a request containing certain information to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). This general license authorizes persons holding a specific license from an Agreement
State to conduct the same activity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement
States, or in offshore waters, if the specific license issued by the Agreement State does not limit
the authorized activity to specific locations or facilities.
If you request reciprocity under this general license, you must submit: (1) NRC Form 241,
“Report of Proposed Activities in Non-Agreement States, Areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction,
or Offshore Waters;” (2) a copy of your Agreement State specific license; and (3) the fee
specified in 10 CFR 170.31, Item No. 16, as required by 10 CFR 150.20(b)(l). The current fee is
$2,300, though this is subject to change. The NRC must receive this filing a minimum of 3 days
before the licensee engages in reciprocity activities.
For your information and use in filing for reciprocity, an electronic version of NRC Form 241 can
be found on the NRC’s Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/readinqrm/doc-collections/forms/ . This
form was revised in November 2011; please use the current form when filing for reciprocity in
2012.
You do not have to obtain positive authorization from the NRC before performing activities
requested on an NRC Form 241 that has been submitted to the NRC; however, if the NRC
determines that the form contains omissions or errors, the NRC staff will contact you in an
attempt to obtain the correct information. If the discrepancies cannot be resolved and you do
not qualify for the general license, the NRC will inform you of this determination and indicate
that you have not complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 150.20. In this case, you are not
authorized to perform reciprocity activities and must cease any activities that have begun in
NRC jurisdiction until the NRC resolves the discrepancies.

L. Davis

-2-

An area of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction is an area over which the Federal government
exercises legal control without interference from the jurisdiction and administration of State law.
If you are proposing to perform licensed activities on Federal property in an Agreement State,
you must first determine the jurisdictional status of the area where you plan to work. If you are
unsure about jurisdictional status of the work location on Federal land, you should contact the
Federal agency that controls the facility where the work is to be performed. A written statement
concerning the jurisdictional status is not required to file for reciprocity; however, you should
obtain such a statement for reference and inspection purposes.
Under the general license, a general licensee conducting reciprocity activities is limited to a total
of 180 days in any calendar year. Reciprocity activities conducted in offshore waters are not
subject to the 180-day limit. The NRC tracks reciprocity usage on the basis of approved usage
days. The NRC will not approve any activity under the general license that would exceed the
180-day limit. It is important that you track the days of use and submit changes to dates of
work, when applicable. Storage of material in NRC jurisdiction is considered a reciprocity
activity; days when material is stored and not used count toward the 180-day limit.
Licensees who perform activities using separate Agreement State licenses must submit
separate reciprocity requests. For example, if a licensee has separate radiography and service
licenses, and performs reciprocity work under both, the licensee must submit a separate NRC
Form 241 with evidence of the appropriate fee for the initial filing for each license. The activities
under reciprocity will be limited to 180 days separately for each license.
The NRC expects that you will review the information provided on NRC Form 241, as well as
the regulations cited in 10 CFR 150.20(b), to ensure that your radiation safety program is in
compliance with NRC regulations before conducting reciprocity activities.
If you perform reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction, you must conduct these activities in
accordance with the conditions specified in your Agreement State license, representations
made in NRC Form 241, and other rules, regulations, and orders of the NRC, now or hereafter
in effect. Failure to file NRC Form 241 before performing under reciprocity or failure to comply
with these regulations or to conduct your radiation safety program in compliance with NRC
regulations while operating under reciprocity may result in NRC enforcement action. Such
actions could include the issuance of a notice of violation, imposition of a civil penalty, or an
order to take certain actions as described in the NRC Enforcement Policy, which is available on
the NRC's Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/enforcement/enforce-pol.html .
Your reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction are subject to inspection by NRC personnel. As an
Agreement State licensee operating under reciprocity, you must be aware of NRC requirements
concerning your activities. Your lack of awareness of NRC requirements and applicable
provisions will not prevent NRC from taking appropriate enforcement action.

L. Davis
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If you have any questions about the regulations or the application process, please feel free to
contact me at (630) 829-9742 or by e-mail at geoffrey.warren@nrc.gov .
Sincerely,
/RA/
Geoffrey M. Warren,
Health Physicist
Materials Inspection Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Docket No. 150-00034
State of Ohio License No. 03610250000

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION III
2443 Warrenville Road, Ste 210
Lisle, IL 60532-4362
December 9, 2011

Mr. Michael G. McEvers
Radiation Safety Officer
Benton and Associates, Inc
1970 West Lafayette Avenue
Jacksonville, IL 62650
SUBJECT:

NRC RECIPROCITY FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2012

Dear Mr. McEvers,
This letter is a reminder that each Agreement State licensee (licensee) seeking to conduct
activities under reciprocity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement States, or
in offshore waters (reciprocity activities) under the general license established in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Section 150.20, for the first time in a calendar year must
submit a request containing certain information to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). This general license authorizes persons holding a specific license from an Agreement
State to conduct the same activity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement
States, or in offshore waters, if the specific license issued by the Agreement State does not limit
the authorized activity to specific locations or facilities.
If you request reciprocity under this general license, you must submit: (1) NRC Form 241,
“Report of Proposed Activities in Non-Agreement States, Areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction,
or Offshore Waters;” (2) a copy of your Agreement State specific license; and (3) the fee
specified in 10 CFR 170.31, Item No. 16, as required by 10 CFR 150.20(b)(l). The current fee is
$2,300, though this is subject to change. The NRC must receive this filing a minimum of 3 days
before the licensee engages in reciprocity activities.
For your information and use in filing for reciprocity, an electronic version of NRC Form 241 can
be found on the NRC’s Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/readinqrm/doc-collections/forms/ . This
form was revised in November 2011; please use the current form when filing for reciprocity in
2012.
You do not have to obtain positive authorization from the NRC before performing activities
requested on an NRC Form 241 that has been submitted to the NRC; however, if the NRC
determines that the form contains omissions or errors, the NRC staff will contact you in an
attempt to obtain the correct information. If the discrepancies cannot be resolved and you do
not qualify for the general license, the NRC will inform you of this determination and indicate
that you have not complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 150.20. In this case, you are not
authorized to perform reciprocity activities and must cease any activities that have begun in
NRC jurisdiction until the NRC resolves the discrepancies.

M. McEvers

-2-

An area of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction is an area over which the Federal government
exercises legal control without interference from the jurisdiction and administration of State law.
If you are proposing to perform licensed activities on Federal property in an Agreement State,
you must first determine the jurisdictional status of the area where you plan to work. If you are
unsure about jurisdictional status of the work location on Federal land, you should contact the
Federal agency that controls the facility where the work is to be performed. A written statement
concerning the jurisdictional status is not required to file for reciprocity; however, you should
obtain such a statement for reference and inspection purposes.
Under the general license, a general licensee conducting reciprocity activities is limited to a total
of 180 days in any calendar year. Reciprocity activities conducted in offshore waters are not
subject to the 180-day limit. The NRC tracks reciprocity usage on the basis of approved usage
days. The NRC will not approve any activity under the general license that would exceed the
180-day limit. It is important that you track the days of use and submit changes to dates of
work, when applicable. Storage of material in NRC jurisdiction is considered a reciprocity
activity; days when material is stored and not used count toward the 180-day limit.
Licensees who perform activities using separate Agreement State licenses must submit
separate reciprocity requests. For example, if a licensee has separate radiography and service
licenses, and performs reciprocity work under both, the licensee must submit a separate NRC
Form 241 with evidence of the appropriate fee for the initial filing for each license. The activities
under reciprocity will be limited to 180 days separately for each license.
The NRC expects that you will review the information provided on NRC Form 241, as well as
the regulations cited in 10 CFR 150.20(b), to ensure that your radiation safety program is in
compliance with NRC regulations before conducting reciprocity activities.
If you perform reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction, you must conduct these activities in
accordance with the conditions specified in your Agreement State license, representations
made in NRC Form 241, and other rules, regulations, and orders of the NRC, now or hereafter
in effect. Failure to file NRC Form 241 before performing under reciprocity or failure to comply
with these regulations or to conduct your radiation safety program in compliance with NRC
regulations while operating under reciprocity may result in NRC enforcement action. Such
actions could include the issuance of a notice of violation, imposition of a civil penalty, or an
order to take certain actions as described in the NRC Enforcement Policy, which is available on
the NRC's Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/enforcement/enforce-pol.html .
Your reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction are subject to inspection by NRC personnel. As an
Agreement State licensee operating under reciprocity, you must be aware of NRC requirements
concerning your activities. Your lack of awareness of NRC requirements and applicable
provisions will not prevent NRC from taking appropriate enforcement action.

M. McEvers
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If you have any questions about the regulations or the application process, please feel free to
contact me at (630) 829-9742 or by e-mail at geoffrey.warren@nrc.gov .
Sincerely,
/RA/
Geoffrey M. Warren,
Health Physicist
Materials Inspection Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Docket No. 150-00012
State of Illinois License No. IL-01703-01

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION III
2443 Warrenville Road, Ste 210
Lisle, IL 60532-4362
December 9, 2011

Mr. Jason Vickers
Radiation Safety Officer
Braun Intertec Corporation
11001 Hampshire Ave. South
Bloomington, MN 55438
SUBJECT:

NRC RECIPROCITY FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2012

Dear Mr. Vickers,
This letter is a reminder that each Agreement State licensee (licensee) seeking to conduct
activities under reciprocity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement States, or
in offshore waters (reciprocity activities) under the general license established in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Section 150.20, for the first time in a calendar year must
submit a request containing certain information to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). This general license authorizes persons holding a specific license from an Agreement
State to conduct the same activity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement
States, or in offshore waters, if the specific license issued by the Agreement State does not limit
the authorized activity to specific locations or facilities.
If you request reciprocity under this general license, you must submit: (1) NRC Form 241,
“Report of Proposed Activities in Non-Agreement States, Areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction,
or Offshore Waters;” (2) a copy of your Agreement State specific license; and (3) the fee
specified in 10 CFR 170.31, Item No. 16, as required by 10 CFR 150.20(b)(l). The current fee is
$2,300, though this is subject to change. The NRC must receive this filing a minimum of 3 days
before the licensee engages in reciprocity activities.
For your information and use in filing for reciprocity, an electronic version of NRC Form 241 can
be found on the NRC’s Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/readinqrm/doc-collections/forms/ . This
form was revised in November 2011; please use the current form when filing for reciprocity in
2012.
You do not have to obtain positive authorization from the NRC before performing activities
requested on an NRC Form 241 that has been submitted to the NRC; however, if the NRC
determines that the form contains omissions or errors, the NRC staff will contact you in an
attempt to obtain the correct information. If the discrepancies cannot be resolved and you do
not qualify for the general license, the NRC will inform you of this determination and indicate
that you have not complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 150.20. In this case, you are not
authorized to perform reciprocity activities and must cease any activities that have begun in
NRC jurisdiction until the NRC resolves the discrepancies.

J. Vickers

-2-

An area of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction is an area over which the Federal government
exercises legal control without interference from the jurisdiction and administration of State law.
If you are proposing to perform licensed activities on Federal property in an Agreement State,
you must first determine the jurisdictional status of the area where you plan to work. If you are
unsure about jurisdictional status of the work location on Federal land, you should contact the
Federal agency that controls the facility where the work is to be performed. A written statement
concerning the jurisdictional status is not required to file for reciprocity; however, you should
obtain such a statement for reference and inspection purposes.
Under the general license, a general licensee conducting reciprocity activities is limited to a total
of 180 days in any calendar year. Reciprocity activities conducted in offshore waters are not
subject to the 180-day limit. The NRC tracks reciprocity usage on the basis of approved usage
days. The NRC will not approve any activity under the general license that would exceed the
180-day limit. It is important that you track the days of use and submit changes to dates of
work, when applicable. Storage of material in NRC jurisdiction is considered a reciprocity
activity; days when material is stored and not used count toward the 180-day limit.
Licensees who perform activities using separate Agreement State licenses must submit
separate reciprocity requests. For example, if a licensee has separate radiography and service
licenses, and performs reciprocity work under both, the licensee must submit a separate NRC
Form 241 with evidence of the appropriate fee for the initial filing for each license. The activities
under reciprocity will be limited to 180 days separately for each license.
The NRC expects that you will review the information provided on NRC Form 241, as well as
the regulations cited in 10 CFR 150.20(b), to ensure that your radiation safety program is in
compliance with NRC regulations before conducting reciprocity activities.
If you perform reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction, you must conduct these activities in
accordance with the conditions specified in your Agreement State license, representations
made in NRC Form 241, and other rules, regulations, and orders of the NRC, now or hereafter
in effect. Failure to file NRC Form 241 before performing under reciprocity or failure to comply
with these regulations or to conduct your radiation safety program in compliance with NRC
regulations while operating under reciprocity may result in NRC enforcement action. Such
actions could include the issuance of a notice of violation, imposition of a civil penalty, or an
order to take certain actions as described in the NRC Enforcement Policy, which is available on
the NRC's Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/enforcement/enforce-pol.html .
Your reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction are subject to inspection by NRC personnel. As an
Agreement State licensee operating under reciprocity, you must be aware of NRC requirements
concerning your activities. Your lack of awareness of NRC requirements and applicable
provisions will not prevent NRC from taking appropriate enforcement action.

J. Vickers
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If you have any questions about the regulations or the application process, please feel free to
contact me at (630) 829-9742 or by e-mail at geoffrey.warren@nrc.gov .
Sincerely,
/RA/
Geoffrey M. Warren,
Health Physicist
Materials Inspection Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Docket No. 150-00022
State of Minnesota License No. 1082-103-27

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION III
2443 Warrenville Road, Ste 210
Lisle, IL 60532-4362
December 9, 2011

Mr. George W. Aboumrad
Radiation Safety Officer
Geo-Sci Laboratory, Inc.
110 Blaze Industrial Parkway
Berea, OH 44017
SUBJECT:

NRC RECIPROCITY FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2012

Dear Mr. Aboumrad,
This letter is a reminder that each Agreement State licensee (licensee) seeking to conduct
activities under reciprocity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement States, or
in offshore waters (reciprocity activities) under the general license established in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Section 150.20, for the first time in a calendar year must
submit a request containing certain information to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). This general license authorizes persons holding a specific license from an Agreement
State to conduct the same activity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement
States, or in offshore waters, if the specific license issued by the Agreement State does not limit
the authorized activity to specific locations or facilities.
If you request reciprocity under this general license, you must submit: (1) NRC Form 241,
“Report of Proposed Activities in Non-Agreement States, Areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction,
or Offshore Waters;” (2) a copy of your Agreement State specific license; and (3) the fee
specified in 10 CFR 170.31, Item No. 16, as required by 10 CFR 150.20(b)(l). The current fee is
$2,300, though this is subject to change. The NRC must receive this filing a minimum of 3 days
before the licensee engages in reciprocity activities.
For your information and use in filing for reciprocity, an electronic version of NRC Form 241 can
be found on the NRC’s Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/readinqrm/doc-collections/forms/ . This
form was revised in November 2011; please use the current form when filing for reciprocity in
2012.
You do not have to obtain positive authorization from the NRC before performing activities
requested on an NRC Form 241 that has been submitted to the NRC; however, if the NRC
determines that the form contains omissions or errors, the NRC staff will contact you in an
attempt to obtain the correct information. If the discrepancies cannot be resolved and you do
not qualify for the general license, the NRC will inform you of this determination and indicate
that you have not complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 150.20. In this case, you are not
authorized to perform reciprocity activities and must cease any activities that have begun in
NRC jurisdiction until the NRC resolves the discrepancies.

G. Aboumrad

-2-

An area of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction is an area over which the Federal government
exercises legal control without interference from the jurisdiction and administration of State law.
If you are proposing to perform licensed activities on Federal property in an Agreement State,
you must first determine the jurisdictional status of the area where you plan to work. If you are
unsure about jurisdictional status of the work location on Federal land, you should contact the
Federal agency that controls the facility where the work is to be performed. A written statement
concerning the jurisdictional status is not required to file for reciprocity; however, you should
obtain such a statement for reference and inspection purposes.
Under the general license, a general licensee conducting reciprocity activities is limited to a total
of 180 days in any calendar year. Reciprocity activities conducted in offshore waters are not
subject to the 180-day limit. The NRC tracks reciprocity usage on the basis of approved usage
days. The NRC will not approve any activity under the general license that would exceed the
180-day limit. It is important that you track the days of use and submit changes to dates of
work, when applicable. Storage of material in NRC jurisdiction is considered a reciprocity
activity; days when material is stored and not used count toward the 180-day limit.
Licensees who perform activities using separate Agreement State licenses must submit
separate reciprocity requests. For example, if a licensee has separate radiography and service
licenses, and performs reciprocity work under both, the licensee must submit a separate NRC
Form 241 with evidence of the appropriate fee for the initial filing for each license. The activities
under reciprocity will be limited to 180 days separately for each license.
The NRC expects that you will review the information provided on NRC Form 241, as well as
the regulations cited in 10 CFR 150.20(b), to ensure that your radiation safety program is in
compliance with NRC regulations before conducting reciprocity activities.
If you perform reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction, you must conduct these activities in
accordance with the conditions specified in your Agreement State license, representations
made in NRC Form 241, and other rules, regulations, and orders of the NRC, now or hereafter
in effect. Failure to file NRC Form 241 before performing under reciprocity or failure to comply
with these regulations or to conduct your radiation safety program in compliance with NRC
regulations while operating under reciprocity may result in NRC enforcement action. Such
actions could include the issuance of a notice of violation, imposition of a civil penalty, or an
order to take certain actions as described in the NRC Enforcement Policy, which is available on
the NRC's Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/enforcement/enforce-pol.html .
Your reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction are subject to inspection by NRC personnel. As an
Agreement State licensee operating under reciprocity, you must be aware of NRC requirements
concerning your activities. Your lack of awareness of NRC requirements and applicable
provisions will not prevent NRC from taking appropriate enforcement action.

G. Aboumrad
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If you have any questions about the regulations or the application process, please feel free to
contact me at (630) 829-9742 or by e-mail at geoffrey.warren@nrc.gov .
Sincerely,
/RA/
Geoffrey M. Warren,
Health Physicist
Materials Inspection Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Docket No. 150-00034
State of Ohio License No. 31210180000

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION III
2443 Warrenville Road, Ste 210
Lisle, IL 60532-4362
December 9, 2011

Mr. Jack Detz
Radiation Safety Officer
Hi-Way Paving, Inc.
4343 Weaver Court North
Hilliard, OH 43026
SUBJECT:

NRC RECIPROCITY FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2012

Dear Mr. Detz,
This letter is a reminder that each Agreement State licensee (licensee) seeking to conduct
activities under reciprocity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement States, or
in offshore waters (reciprocity activities) under the general license established in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Section 150.20, for the first time in a calendar year must
submit a request containing certain information to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). This general license authorizes persons holding a specific license from an Agreement
State to conduct the same activity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement
States, or in offshore waters, if the specific license issued by the Agreement State does not limit
the authorized activity to specific locations or facilities.
If you request reciprocity under this general license, you must submit: (1) NRC Form 241,
“Report of Proposed Activities in Non-Agreement States, Areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction,
or Offshore Waters;” (2) a copy of your Agreement State specific license; and (3) the fee
specified in 10 CFR 170.31, Item No. 16, as required by 10 CFR 150.20(b)(l). The current fee is
$2,300, though this is subject to change. The NRC must receive this filing a minimum of 3 days
before the licensee engages in reciprocity activities.
For your information and use in filing for reciprocity, an electronic version of NRC Form 241 can
be found on the NRC’s Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/readinqrm/doc-collections/forms/ . This
form was revised in November 2011; please use the current form when filing for reciprocity in
2012.
You do not have to obtain positive authorization from the NRC before performing activities
requested on an NRC Form 241 that has been submitted to the NRC; however, if the NRC
determines that the form contains omissions or errors, the NRC staff will contact you in an
attempt to obtain the correct information. If the discrepancies cannot be resolved and you do
not qualify for the general license, the NRC will inform you of this determination and indicate
that you have not complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 150.20. In this case, you are not
authorized to perform reciprocity activities and must cease any activities that have begun in
NRC jurisdiction until the NRC resolves the discrepancies.

J. Detz

-2-

An area of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction is an area over which the Federal government
exercises legal control without interference from the jurisdiction and administration of State law.
If you are proposing to perform licensed activities on Federal property in an Agreement State,
you must first determine the jurisdictional status of the area where you plan to work. If you are
unsure about jurisdictional status of the work location on Federal land, you should contact the
Federal agency that controls the facility where the work is to be performed. A written statement
concerning the jurisdictional status is not required to file for reciprocity; however, you should
obtain such a statement for reference and inspection purposes.
Under the general license, a general licensee conducting reciprocity activities is limited to a total
of 180 days in any calendar year. Reciprocity activities conducted in offshore waters are not
subject to the 180-day limit. The NRC tracks reciprocity usage on the basis of approved usage
days. The NRC will not approve any activity under the general license that would exceed the
180-day limit. It is important that you track the days of use and submit changes to dates of
work, when applicable. Storage of material in NRC jurisdiction is considered a reciprocity
activity; days when material is stored and not used count toward the 180-day limit.
Licensees who perform activities using separate Agreement State licenses must submit
separate reciprocity requests. For example, if a licensee has separate radiography and service
licenses, and performs reciprocity work under both, the licensee must submit a separate NRC
Form 241 with evidence of the appropriate fee for the initial filing for each license. The activities
under reciprocity will be limited to 180 days separately for each license.
The NRC expects that you will review the information provided on NRC Form 241, as well as
the regulations cited in 10 CFR 150.20(b), to ensure that your radiation safety program is in
compliance with NRC regulations before conducting reciprocity activities.
If you perform reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction, you must conduct these activities in
accordance with the conditions specified in your Agreement State license, representations
made in NRC Form 241, and other rules, regulations, and orders of the NRC, now or hereafter
in effect. Failure to file NRC Form 241 before performing under reciprocity or failure to comply
with these regulations or to conduct your radiation safety program in compliance with NRC
regulations while operating under reciprocity may result in NRC enforcement action. Such
actions could include the issuance of a notice of violation, imposition of a civil penalty, or an
order to take certain actions as described in the NRC Enforcement Policy, which is available on
the NRC's Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/enforcement/enforce-pol.html .
Your reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction are subject to inspection by NRC personnel. As an
Agreement State licensee operating under reciprocity, you must be aware of NRC requirements
concerning your activities. Your lack of awareness of NRC requirements and applicable
provisions will not prevent NRC from taking appropriate enforcement action.

J. Detz
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If you have any questions about the regulations or the application process, please feel free to
contact me at (630) 829-9742 or by e-mail at geoffrey.warren@nrc.gov .
Sincerely,
/RA/
Geoffrey M. Warren,
Health Physicist
Materials Inspection Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Docket No. 150-00034
State of Ohio License No. 31210250002

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION III
2443 Warrenville Road, Ste 210
Lisle, IL 60532-4362
December 9, 2011

Mr. Kyle Harness
Radiation Safety Officer
Kanawha Scales and Systems
26 Whitney Drive
Milford, OH 45150
SUBJECT:

NRC RECIPROCITY FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2012

Dear Mr. Harness,
This letter is a reminder that each Agreement State licensee (licensee) seeking to conduct
activities under reciprocity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement States, or
in offshore waters (reciprocity activities) under the general license established in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Section 150.20, for the first time in a calendar year must
submit a request containing certain information to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). This general license authorizes persons holding a specific license from an Agreement
State to conduct the same activity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement
States, or in offshore waters, if the specific license issued by the Agreement State does not limit
the authorized activity to specific locations or facilities.
If you request reciprocity under this general license, you must submit: (1) NRC Form 241,
“Report of Proposed Activities in Non-Agreement States, Areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction,
or Offshore Waters;” (2) a copy of your Agreement State specific license; and (3) the fee
specified in 10 CFR 170.31, Item No. 16, as required by 10 CFR 150.20(b)(l). The current fee is
$2,300, though this is subject to change. The NRC must receive this filing a minimum of 3 days
before the licensee engages in reciprocity activities.
For your information and use in filing for reciprocity, an electronic version of NRC Form 241 can
be found on the NRC’s Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/readinqrm/doc-collections/forms/ . This
form was revised in November 2011; please use the current form when filing for reciprocity in
2012.
You do not have to obtain positive authorization from the NRC before performing activities
requested on an NRC Form 241 that has been submitted to the NRC; however, if the NRC
determines that the form contains omissions or errors, the NRC staff will contact you in an
attempt to obtain the correct information. If the discrepancies cannot be resolved and you do
not qualify for the general license, the NRC will inform you of this determination and indicate
that you have not complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 150.20. In this case, you are not
authorized to perform reciprocity activities and must cease any activities that have begun in
NRC jurisdiction until the NRC resolves the discrepancies.

K. Harness

-2-

An area of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction is an area over which the Federal government
exercises legal control without interference from the jurisdiction and administration of State law.
If you are proposing to perform licensed activities on Federal property in an Agreement State,
you must first determine the jurisdictional status of the area where you plan to work. If you are
unsure about jurisdictional status of the work location on Federal land, you should contact the
Federal agency that controls the facility where the work is to be performed. A written statement
concerning the jurisdictional status is not required to file for reciprocity; however, you should
obtain such a statement for reference and inspection purposes.
Under the general license, a general licensee conducting reciprocity activities is limited to a total
of 180 days in any calendar year. Reciprocity activities conducted in offshore waters are not
subject to the 180-day limit. The NRC tracks reciprocity usage on the basis of approved usage
days. The NRC will not approve any activity under the general license that would exceed the
180-day limit. It is important that you track the days of use and submit changes to dates of
work, when applicable. Storage of material in NRC jurisdiction is considered a reciprocity
activity; days when material is stored and not used count toward the 180-day limit.
Licensees who perform activities using separate Agreement State licenses must submit
separate reciprocity requests. For example, if a licensee has separate radiography and service
licenses, and performs reciprocity work under both, the licensee must submit a separate NRC
Form 241 with evidence of the appropriate fee for the initial filing for each license. The activities
under reciprocity will be limited to 180 days separately for each license.
The NRC expects that you will review the information provided on NRC Form 241, as well as
the regulations cited in 10 CFR 150.20(b), to ensure that your radiation safety program is in
compliance with NRC regulations before conducting reciprocity activities.
If you perform reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction, you must conduct these activities in
accordance with the conditions specified in your Agreement State license, representations
made in NRC Form 241, and other rules, regulations, and orders of the NRC, now or hereafter
in effect. Failure to file NRC Form 241 before performing under reciprocity or failure to comply
with these regulations or to conduct your radiation safety program in compliance with NRC
regulations while operating under reciprocity may result in NRC enforcement action. Such
actions could include the issuance of a notice of violation, imposition of a civil penalty, or an
order to take certain actions as described in the NRC Enforcement Policy, which is available on
the NRC's Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/enforcement/enforce-pol.html .
Your reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction are subject to inspection by NRC personnel. As an
Agreement State licensee operating under reciprocity, you must be aware of NRC requirements
concerning your activities. Your lack of awareness of NRC requirements and applicable
provisions will not prevent NRC from taking appropriate enforcement action.

K. Harness
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If you have any questions about the regulations or the application process, please feel free to
contact me at (630) 829-9742 or by e-mail at geoffrey.warren@nrc.gov .
Sincerely,
/RA/
Geoffrey M. Warren,
Health Physicist
Materials Inspection Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Docket No. 150-00034
State of Ohio License No. 03214130000

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION III
2443 Warrenville Road, Ste 210
Lisle, IL 60532-4362
December 9, 2011

Mr. Daniel E. Tappendorf
President
Midwest Engineering and Testing, Inc.
501 Mercury Drive
Champaign, IL 61822
SUBJECT:

NRC RECIPROCITY FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2012

Dear Mr. Tappendorf,
This letter is a reminder that each Agreement State licensee (licensee) seeking to conduct
activities under reciprocity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement States, or
in offshore waters (reciprocity activities) under the general license established in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Section 150.20, for the first time in a calendar year must
submit a request containing certain information to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). This general license authorizes persons holding a specific license from an Agreement
State to conduct the same activity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement
States, or in offshore waters, if the specific license issued by the Agreement State does not limit
the authorized activity to specific locations or facilities.
If you request reciprocity under this general license, you must submit: (1) NRC Form 241,
“Report of Proposed Activities in Non-Agreement States, Areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction,
or Offshore Waters;” (2) a copy of your Agreement State specific license; and (3) the fee
specified in 10 CFR 170.31, Item No. 16, as required by 10 CFR 150.20(b)(l). The current fee is
$2,300, though this is subject to change. The NRC must receive this filing a minimum of 3 days
before the licensee engages in reciprocity activities.
For your information and use in filing for reciprocity, an electronic version of NRC Form 241 can
be found on the NRC’s Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/readinqrm/doc-collections/forms/ . This
form was revised in November 2011; please use the current form when filing for reciprocity in
2012.
You do not have to obtain positive authorization from the NRC before performing activities
requested on an NRC Form 241 that has been submitted to the NRC; however, if the NRC
determines that the form contains omissions or errors, the NRC staff will contact you in an
attempt to obtain the correct information. If the discrepancies cannot be resolved and you do
not qualify for the general license, the NRC will inform you of this determination and indicate
that you have not complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 150.20. In this case, you are not
authorized to perform reciprocity activities and must cease any activities that have begun in
NRC jurisdiction until the NRC resolves the discrepancies.

D. Tappendorf

-2-

An area of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction is an area over which the Federal government
exercises legal control without interference from the jurisdiction and administration of State law.
If you are proposing to perform licensed activities on Federal property in an Agreement State,
you must first determine the jurisdictional status of the area where you plan to work. If you are
unsure about jurisdictional status of the work location on Federal land, you should contact the
Federal agency that controls the facility where the work is to be performed. A written statement
concerning the jurisdictional status is not required to file for reciprocity; however, you should
obtain such a statement for reference and inspection purposes.
Under the general license, a general licensee conducting reciprocity activities is limited to a total
of 180 days in any calendar year. Reciprocity activities conducted in offshore waters are not
subject to the 180-day limit. The NRC tracks reciprocity usage on the basis of approved usage
days. The NRC will not approve any activity under the general license that would exceed the
180-day limit. It is important that you track the days of use and submit changes to dates of
work, when applicable. Storage of material in NRC jurisdiction is considered a reciprocity
activity; days when material is stored and not used count toward the 180-day limit.
Licensees who perform activities using separate Agreement State licenses must submit
separate reciprocity requests. For example, if a licensee has separate radiography and service
licenses, and performs reciprocity work under both, the licensee must submit a separate NRC
Form 241 with evidence of the appropriate fee for the initial filing for each license. The activities
under reciprocity will be limited to 180 days separately for each license.
The NRC expects that you will review the information provided on NRC Form 241, as well as
the regulations cited in 10 CFR 150.20(b), to ensure that your radiation safety program is in
compliance with NRC regulations before conducting reciprocity activities.
If you perform reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction, you must conduct these activities in
accordance with the conditions specified in your Agreement State license, representations
made in NRC Form 241, and other rules, regulations, and orders of the NRC, now or hereafter
in effect. Failure to file NRC Form 241 before performing under reciprocity or failure to comply
with these regulations or to conduct your radiation safety program in compliance with NRC
regulations while operating under reciprocity may result in NRC enforcement action. Such
actions could include the issuance of a notice of violation, imposition of a civil penalty, or an
order to take certain actions as described in the NRC Enforcement Policy, which is available on
the NRC's Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/enforcement/enforce-pol.html .
Your reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction are subject to inspection by NRC personnel. As an
Agreement State licensee operating under reciprocity, you must be aware of NRC requirements
concerning your activities. Your lack of awareness of NRC requirements and applicable
provisions will not prevent NRC from taking appropriate enforcement action.

D. Tappendorf
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If you have any questions about the regulations or the application process, please feel free to
contact me at (630) 829-9742 or by e-mail at geoffrey.warren@nrc.gov .
Sincerely,
/RA/
Geoffrey M. Warren,
Health Physicist
Materials Inspection Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Docket No. 150-00012
State of Illinois License No. IL-01673-01

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION III
2443 Warrenville Road, Ste 210
Lisle, IL 60532-4362
December 9, 2011

Mr. Jim Doran
Radiation Safety Officer
Midwest Imaging Consultants, Inc.
2060 Aberdeen Court, Suite D
Sycamore, IL 60178
SUBJECT:

NRC RECIPROCITY FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2012

Dear Mr. Doran,
This letter is a reminder that each Agreement State licensee (licensee) seeking to conduct
activities under reciprocity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement States, or
in offshore waters (reciprocity activities) under the general license established in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Section 150.20, for the first time in a calendar year must
submit a request containing certain information to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). This general license authorizes persons holding a specific license from an Agreement
State to conduct the same activity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement
States, or in offshore waters, if the specific license issued by the Agreement State does not limit
the authorized activity to specific locations or facilities.
If you request reciprocity under this general license, you must submit: (1) NRC Form 241,
“Report of Proposed Activities in Non-Agreement States, Areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction,
or Offshore Waters;” (2) a copy of your Agreement State specific license; and (3) the fee
specified in 10 CFR 170.31, Item No. 16, as required by 10 CFR 150.20(b)(l). The current fee is
$2,300, though this is subject to change. The NRC must receive this filing a minimum of 3 days
before the licensee engages in reciprocity activities.
For your information and use in filing for reciprocity, an electronic version of NRC Form 241 can
be found on the NRC’s Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/readinqrm/doc-collections/forms/ . This
form was revised in November 2011; please use the current form when filing for reciprocity in
2012.
You do not have to obtain positive authorization from the NRC before performing activities
requested on an NRC Form 241 that has been submitted to the NRC; however, if the NRC
determines that the form contains omissions or errors, the NRC staff will contact you in an
attempt to obtain the correct information. If the discrepancies cannot be resolved and you do
not qualify for the general license, the NRC will inform you of this determination and indicate
that you have not complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 150.20. In this case, you are not
authorized to perform reciprocity activities and must cease any activities that have begun in
NRC jurisdiction until the NRC resolves the discrepancies.

J. Doran

-2-

An area of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction is an area over which the Federal government
exercises legal control without interference from the jurisdiction and administration of State law.
If you are proposing to perform licensed activities on Federal property in an Agreement State,
you must first determine the jurisdictional status of the area where you plan to work. If you are
unsure about jurisdictional status of the work location on Federal land, you should contact the
Federal agency that controls the facility where the work is to be performed. A written statement
concerning the jurisdictional status is not required to file for reciprocity; however, you should
obtain such a statement for reference and inspection purposes.
Under the general license, a general licensee conducting reciprocity activities is limited to a total
of 180 days in any calendar year. Reciprocity activities conducted in offshore waters are not
subject to the 180-day limit. The NRC tracks reciprocity usage on the basis of approved usage
days. The NRC will not approve any activity under the general license that would exceed the
180-day limit. It is important that you track the days of use and submit changes to dates of
work, when applicable. Storage of material in NRC jurisdiction is considered a reciprocity
activity; days when material is stored and not used count toward the 180-day limit.
Licensees who perform activities using separate Agreement State licenses must submit
separate reciprocity requests. For example, if a licensee has separate radiography and service
licenses, and performs reciprocity work under both, the licensee must submit a separate NRC
Form 241 with evidence of the appropriate fee for the initial filing for each license. The activities
under reciprocity will be limited to 180 days separately for each license.
The NRC expects that you will review the information provided on NRC Form 241, as well as
the regulations cited in 10 CFR 150.20(b), to ensure that your radiation safety program is in
compliance with NRC regulations before conducting reciprocity activities.
If you perform reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction, you must conduct these activities in
accordance with the conditions specified in your Agreement State license, representations
made in NRC Form 241, and other rules, regulations, and orders of the NRC, now or hereafter
in effect. Failure to file NRC Form 241 before performing under reciprocity or failure to comply
with these regulations or to conduct your radiation safety program in compliance with NRC
regulations while operating under reciprocity may result in NRC enforcement action. Such
actions could include the issuance of a notice of violation, imposition of a civil penalty, or an
order to take certain actions as described in the NRC Enforcement Policy, which is available on
the NRC's Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/enforcement/enforce-pol.html .
Your reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction are subject to inspection by NRC personnel. As an
Agreement State licensee operating under reciprocity, you must be aware of NRC requirements
concerning your activities. Your lack of awareness of NRC requirements and applicable
provisions will not prevent NRC from taking appropriate enforcement action.

J. Doran
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If you have any questions about the regulations or the application process, please feel free to
contact me at (630) 829-9742 or by e-mail at geoffrey.warren@nrc.gov .
Sincerely,
/RA/
Geoffrey M. Warren,
Health Physicist
Materials Inspection Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Docket No. 150-00012
State of Illinois License No. IL-02186-01

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION III
2443 Warrenville Road, Ste 210
Lisle, IL 60532-4362
December 9, 2011

Mr. William Cameron
Radiation Safety Officer
Northrop Grumman Systems Corporation
600 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008
SUBJECT:

NRC RECIPROCITY FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2012

Dear Mr. Cameron,
This letter is a reminder that each Agreement State licensee (licensee) seeking to conduct
activities under reciprocity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement States, or
in offshore waters (reciprocity activities) under the general license established in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Section 150.20, for the first time in a calendar year must
submit a request containing certain information to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). This general license authorizes persons holding a specific license from an Agreement
State to conduct the same activity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement
States, or in offshore waters, if the specific license issued by the Agreement State does not limit
the authorized activity to specific locations or facilities.
If you request reciprocity under this general license, you must submit: (1) NRC Form 241,
“Report of Proposed Activities in Non-Agreement States, Areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction,
or Offshore Waters;” (2) a copy of your Agreement State specific license; and (3) the fee
specified in 10 CFR 170.31, Item No. 16, as required by 10 CFR 150.20(b)(l). The current fee is
$2,300, though this is subject to change. The NRC must receive this filing a minimum of 3 days
before the licensee engages in reciprocity activities.
For your information and use in filing for reciprocity, an electronic version of NRC Form 241 can
be found on the NRC’s Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/readinqrm/doc-collections/forms/ . This
form was revised in November 2011; please use the current form when filing for reciprocity in
2012.
You do not have to obtain positive authorization from the NRC before performing activities
requested on an NRC Form 241 that has been submitted to the NRC; however, if the NRC
determines that the form contains omissions or errors, the NRC staff will contact you in an
attempt to obtain the correct information. If the discrepancies cannot be resolved and you do
not qualify for the general license, the NRC will inform you of this determination and indicate
that you have not complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 150.20. In this case, you are not
authorized to perform reciprocity activities and must cease any activities that have begun in
NRC jurisdiction until the NRC resolves the discrepancies.

W. Cameron

-2-

An area of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction is an area over which the Federal government
exercises legal control without interference from the jurisdiction and administration of State law.
If you are proposing to perform licensed activities on Federal property in an Agreement State,
you must first determine the jurisdictional status of the area where you plan to work. If you are
unsure about jurisdictional status of the work location on Federal land, you should contact the
Federal agency that controls the facility where the work is to be performed. A written statement
concerning the jurisdictional status is not required to file for reciprocity; however, you should
obtain such a statement for reference and inspection purposes.
Under the general license, a general licensee conducting reciprocity activities is limited to a total
of 180 days in any calendar year. Reciprocity activities conducted in offshore waters are not
subject to the 180-day limit. The NRC tracks reciprocity usage on the basis of approved usage
days. The NRC will not approve any activity under the general license that would exceed the
180-day limit. It is important that you track the days of use and submit changes to dates of
work, when applicable. Storage of material in NRC jurisdiction is considered a reciprocity
activity; days when material is stored and not used count toward the 180-day limit.
Licensees who perform activities using separate Agreement State licenses must submit
separate reciprocity requests. For example, if a licensee has separate radiography and service
licenses, and performs reciprocity work under both, the licensee must submit a separate NRC
Form 241 with evidence of the appropriate fee for the initial filing for each license. The activities
under reciprocity will be limited to 180 days separately for each license.
The NRC expects that you will review the information provided on NRC Form 241, as well as
the regulations cited in 10 CFR 150.20(b), to ensure that your radiation safety program is in
compliance with NRC regulations before conducting reciprocity activities.
If you perform reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction, you must conduct these activities in
accordance with the conditions specified in your Agreement State license, representations
made in NRC Form 241, and other rules, regulations, and orders of the NRC, now or hereafter
in effect. Failure to file NRC Form 241 before performing under reciprocity or failure to comply
with these regulations or to conduct your radiation safety program in compliance with NRC
regulations while operating under reciprocity may result in NRC enforcement action. Such
actions could include the issuance of a notice of violation, imposition of a civil penalty, or an
order to take certain actions as described in the NRC Enforcement Policy, which is available on
the NRC's Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/enforcement/enforce-pol.html .
Your reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction are subject to inspection by NRC personnel. As an
Agreement State licensee operating under reciprocity, you must be aware of NRC requirements
concerning your activities. Your lack of awareness of NRC requirements and applicable
provisions will not prevent NRC from taking appropriate enforcement action.

W. Cameron
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If you have any questions about the regulations or the application process, please feel free to
contact me at (630) 829-9742 or by e-mail at geoffrey.warren@nrc.gov .
Sincerely,
/RA/
Geoffrey M. Warren,
Health Physicist
Materials Inspection Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Docket No. 150-00012
State of Illinois License No. IL-02172-01

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION III
2443 Warrenville Road, Ste 210
Lisle, IL 60532-4362
December 9, 2011

Ms. Julia Arthur
Testing Manager
ProMedica Northwest Ohio Cardiology Consultants, LLC
2940 North McCord Rd.
Toledo, OH 43615
SUBJECT:

NRC RECIPROCITY FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2012

Dear Ms. Arthur,
This letter is a reminder that each Agreement State licensee (licensee) seeking to conduct
activities under reciprocity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement States, or
in offshore waters (reciprocity activities) under the general license established in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Section 150.20, for the first time in a calendar year must
submit a request containing certain information to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). This general license authorizes persons holding a specific license from an Agreement
State to conduct the same activity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement
States, or in offshore waters, if the specific license issued by the Agreement State does not limit
the authorized activity to specific locations or facilities.
If you request reciprocity under this general license, you must submit: (1) NRC Form 241,
“Report of Proposed Activities in Non-Agreement States, Areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction,
or Offshore Waters;” (2) a copy of your Agreement State specific license; and (3) the fee
specified in 10 CFR 170.31, Item No. 16, as required by 10 CFR 150.20(b)(l). The current fee is
$2,300, though this is subject to change. The NRC must receive this filing a minimum of 3 days
before the licensee engages in reciprocity activities.
For your information and use in filing for reciprocity, an electronic version of NRC Form 241 can
be found on the NRC’s Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/readinqrm/doc-collections/forms/ . This
form was revised in November 2011; please use the current form when filing for reciprocity in
2012.
You do not have to obtain positive authorization from the NRC before performing activities
requested on an NRC Form 241 that has been submitted to the NRC; however, if the NRC
determines that the form contains omissions or errors, the NRC staff will contact you in an
attempt to obtain the correct information. If the discrepancies cannot be resolved and you do
not qualify for the general license, the NRC will inform you of this determination and indicate
that you have not complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 150.20. In this case, you are not
authorized to perform reciprocity activities and must cease any activities that have begun in
NRC jurisdiction until the NRC resolves the discrepancies.
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An area of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction is an area over which the Federal government
exercises legal control without interference from the jurisdiction and administration of State law.
If you are proposing to perform licensed activities on Federal property in an Agreement State,
you must first determine the jurisdictional status of the area where you plan to work. If you are
unsure about jurisdictional status of the work location on Federal land, you should contact the
Federal agency that controls the facility where the work is to be performed. A written statement
concerning the jurisdictional status is not required to file for reciprocity; however, you should
obtain such a statement for reference and inspection purposes.
Under the general license, a general licensee conducting reciprocity activities is limited to a total
of 180 days in any calendar year. Reciprocity activities conducted in offshore waters are not
subject to the 180-day limit. The NRC tracks reciprocity usage on the basis of approved usage
days. The NRC will not approve any activity under the general license that would exceed the
180-day limit. It is important that you track the days of use and submit changes to dates of
work, when applicable. Storage of material in NRC jurisdiction is considered a reciprocity
activity; days when material is stored and not used count toward the 180-day limit.
Licensees who perform activities using separate Agreement State licenses must submit
separate reciprocity requests. For example, if a licensee has separate radiography and service
licenses, and performs reciprocity work under both, the licensee must submit a separate NRC
Form 241 with evidence of the appropriate fee for the initial filing for each license. The activities
under reciprocity will be limited to 180 days separately for each license.
The NRC expects that you will review the information provided on NRC Form 241, as well as
the regulations cited in 10 CFR 150.20(b), to ensure that your radiation safety program is in
compliance with NRC regulations before conducting reciprocity activities.
If you perform reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction, you must conduct these activities in
accordance with the conditions specified in your Agreement State license, representations
made in NRC Form 241, and other rules, regulations, and orders of the NRC, now or hereafter
in effect. Failure to file NRC Form 241 before performing under reciprocity or failure to comply
with these regulations or to conduct your radiation safety program in compliance with NRC
regulations while operating under reciprocity may result in NRC enforcement action. Such
actions could include the issuance of a notice of violation, imposition of a civil penalty, or an
order to take certain actions as described in the NRC Enforcement Policy, which is available on
the NRC's Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/enforcement/enforce-pol.html .
Your reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction are subject to inspection by NRC personnel. As an
Agreement State licensee operating under reciprocity, you must be aware of NRC requirements
concerning your activities. Your lack of awareness of NRC requirements and applicable
provisions will not prevent NRC from taking appropriate enforcement action.
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If you have any questions about the regulations or the application process, please feel free to
contact me at (630) 829-9742 or by e-mail at geoffrey.warren@nrc.gov .
Sincerely,
/RA/
Geoffrey M. Warren,
Health Physicist
Materials Inspection Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Docket No. 150-00034
State of Ohio License No. 02220490001

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION III
2443 Warrenville Road, Ste 210
Lisle, IL 60532-4362
December 9, 2011

Mr. Stephen L. Fay
Radiation Safety Officer
Quad City Testing Laboratory, Inc.
960 N. DuPage Ave.
Lombard, IL 60148
SUBJECT:

NRC RECIPROCITY FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2012

Dear Mr. Fay,
This letter is a reminder that each Agreement State licensee (licensee) seeking to conduct
activities under reciprocity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement States, or
in offshore waters (reciprocity activities) under the general license established in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Section 150.20, for the first time in a calendar year must
submit a request containing certain information to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). This general license authorizes persons holding a specific license from an Agreement
State to conduct the same activity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement
States, or in offshore waters, if the specific license issued by the Agreement State does not limit
the authorized activity to specific locations or facilities.
If you request reciprocity under this general license, you must submit: (1) NRC Form 241,
“Report of Proposed Activities in Non-Agreement States, Areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction,
or Offshore Waters;” (2) a copy of your Agreement State specific license; and (3) the fee
specified in 10 CFR 170.31, Item No. 16, as required by 10 CFR 150.20(b)(l). The current fee is
$2,300, though this is subject to change. The NRC must receive this filing a minimum of 3 days
before the licensee engages in reciprocity activities.
For your information and use in filing for reciprocity, an electronic version of NRC Form 241 can
be found on the NRC’s Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/readinqrm/doc-collections/forms/ . This
form was revised in November 2011; please use the current form when filing for reciprocity in
2012.
You do not have to obtain positive authorization from the NRC before performing activities
requested on an NRC Form 241 that has been submitted to the NRC; however, if the NRC
determines that the form contains omissions or errors, the NRC staff will contact you in an
attempt to obtain the correct information. If the discrepancies cannot be resolved and you do
not qualify for the general license, the NRC will inform you of this determination and indicate
that you have not complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 150.20. In this case, you are not
authorized to perform reciprocity activities and must cease any activities that have begun in
NRC jurisdiction until the NRC resolves the discrepancies.

S. Fay
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An area of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction is an area over which the Federal government
exercises legal control without interference from the jurisdiction and administration of State law.
If you are proposing to perform licensed activities on Federal property in an Agreement State,
you must first determine the jurisdictional status of the area where you plan to work. If you are
unsure about jurisdictional status of the work location on Federal land, you should contact the
Federal agency that controls the facility where the work is to be performed. A written statement
concerning the jurisdictional status is not required to file for reciprocity; however, you should
obtain such a statement for reference and inspection purposes.
Under the general license, a general licensee conducting reciprocity activities is limited to a total
of 180 days in any calendar year. Reciprocity activities conducted in offshore waters are not
subject to the 180-day limit. The NRC tracks reciprocity usage on the basis of approved usage
days. The NRC will not approve any activity under the general license that would exceed the
180-day limit. It is important that you track the days of use and submit changes to dates of
work, when applicable. Storage of material in NRC jurisdiction is considered a reciprocity
activity; days when material is stored and not used count toward the 180-day limit.
Licensees who perform activities using separate Agreement State licenses must submit
separate reciprocity requests. For example, if a licensee has separate radiography and service
licenses, and performs reciprocity work under both, the licensee must submit a separate NRC
Form 241 with evidence of the appropriate fee for the initial filing for each license. The activities
under reciprocity will be limited to 180 days separately for each license.
The NRC expects that you will review the information provided on NRC Form 241, as well as
the regulations cited in 10 CFR 150.20(b), to ensure that your radiation safety program is in
compliance with NRC regulations before conducting reciprocity activities.
If you perform reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction, you must conduct these activities in
accordance with the conditions specified in your Agreement State license, representations
made in NRC Form 241, and other rules, regulations, and orders of the NRC, now or hereafter
in effect. Failure to file NRC Form 241 before performing under reciprocity or failure to comply
with these regulations or to conduct your radiation safety program in compliance with NRC
regulations while operating under reciprocity may result in NRC enforcement action. Such
actions could include the issuance of a notice of violation, imposition of a civil penalty, or an
order to take certain actions as described in the NRC Enforcement Policy, which is available on
the NRC's Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/enforcement/enforce-pol.html .
Your reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction are subject to inspection by NRC personnel. As an
Agreement State licensee operating under reciprocity, you must be aware of NRC requirements
concerning your activities. Your lack of awareness of NRC requirements and applicable
provisions will not prevent NRC from taking appropriate enforcement action.

S. Fay
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If you have any questions about the regulations or the application process, please feel free to
contact me at (630) 829-9742 or by e-mail at geoffrey.warren@nrc.gov .
Sincerely,
/RA/
Geoffrey M. Warren,
Health Physicist
Materials Inspection Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Docket No. 150-00012
State of Illinois License No. IL-01089-01

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION III
2443 Warrenville Road, Ste 210
Lisle, IL 60532-4362
December 9, 2011

Mr. James Ryan
President
Radiametrics Technologies Inc.
1313 G Street
Lorain, OH 44052
SUBJECT:

NRC RECIPROCITY FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2012

Dear Mr. Ryan,
This letter is a reminder that each Agreement State licensee (licensee) seeking to conduct
activities under reciprocity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement States, or
in offshore waters (reciprocity activities) under the general license established in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Section 150.20, for the first time in a calendar year must
submit a request containing certain information to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). This general license authorizes persons holding a specific license from an Agreement
State to conduct the same activity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement
States, or in offshore waters, if the specific license issued by the Agreement State does not limit
the authorized activity to specific locations or facilities.
If you request reciprocity under this general license, you must submit: (1) NRC Form 241,
“Report of Proposed Activities in Non-Agreement States, Areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction,
or Offshore Waters;” (2) a copy of your Agreement State specific license; and (3) the fee
specified in 10 CFR 170.31, Item No. 16, as required by 10 CFR 150.20(b)(l). The current fee is
$2,300, though this is subject to change. The NRC must receive this filing a minimum of 3 days
before the licensee engages in reciprocity activities.
For your information and use in filing for reciprocity, an electronic version of NRC Form 241 can
be found on the NRC’s Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/readinqrm/doc-collections/forms/ . This
form was revised in November 2011; please use the current form when filing for reciprocity in
2012.
You do not have to obtain positive authorization from the NRC before performing activities
requested on an NRC Form 241 that has been submitted to the NRC; however, if the NRC
determines that the form contains omissions or errors, the NRC staff will contact you in an
attempt to obtain the correct information. If the discrepancies cannot be resolved and you do
not qualify for the general license, the NRC will inform you of this determination and indicate
that you have not complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 150.20. In this case, you are not
authorized to perform reciprocity activities and must cease any activities that have begun in
NRC jurisdiction until the NRC resolves the discrepancies.

J. Ryan
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An area of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction is an area over which the Federal government
exercises legal control without interference from the jurisdiction and administration of State law.
If you are proposing to perform licensed activities on Federal property in an Agreement State,
you must first determine the jurisdictional status of the area where you plan to work. If you are
unsure about jurisdictional status of the work location on Federal land, you should contact the
Federal agency that controls the facility where the work is to be performed. A written statement
concerning the jurisdictional status is not required to file for reciprocity; however, you should
obtain such a statement for reference and inspection purposes.
Under the general license, a general licensee conducting reciprocity activities is limited to a total
of 180 days in any calendar year. Reciprocity activities conducted in offshore waters are not
subject to the 180-day limit. The NRC tracks reciprocity usage on the basis of approved usage
days. The NRC will not approve any activity under the general license that would exceed the
180-day limit. It is important that you track the days of use and submit changes to dates of
work, when applicable. Storage of material in NRC jurisdiction is considered a reciprocity
activity; days when material is stored and not used count toward the 180-day limit.
Licensees who perform activities using separate Agreement State licenses must submit
separate reciprocity requests. For example, if a licensee has separate radiography and service
licenses, and performs reciprocity work under both, the licensee must submit a separate NRC
Form 241 with evidence of the appropriate fee for the initial filing for each license. The activities
under reciprocity will be limited to 180 days separately for each license.
The NRC expects that you will review the information provided on NRC Form 241, as well as
the regulations cited in 10 CFR 150.20(b), to ensure that your radiation safety program is in
compliance with NRC regulations before conducting reciprocity activities.
If you perform reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction, you must conduct these activities in
accordance with the conditions specified in your Agreement State license, representations
made in NRC Form 241, and other rules, regulations, and orders of the NRC, now or hereafter
in effect. Failure to file NRC Form 241 before performing under reciprocity or failure to comply
with these regulations or to conduct your radiation safety program in compliance with NRC
regulations while operating under reciprocity may result in NRC enforcement action. Such
actions could include the issuance of a notice of violation, imposition of a civil penalty, or an
order to take certain actions as described in the NRC Enforcement Policy, which is available on
the NRC's Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/enforcement/enforce-pol.html .
Your reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction are subject to inspection by NRC personnel. As an
Agreement State licensee operating under reciprocity, you must be aware of NRC requirements
concerning your activities. Your lack of awareness of NRC requirements and applicable
provisions will not prevent NRC from taking appropriate enforcement action.

J. Ryan
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If you have any questions about the regulations or the application process, please feel free to
contact me at (630) 829-9742 or by e-mail at geoffrey.warren@nrc.gov .
Sincerely,
/RA/
Geoffrey M. Warren,
Health Physicist
Materials Inspection Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Docket No. 150-00034
State of Ohio License No. 03225480000

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION III
2443 Warrenville Road, Ste 210
Lisle, IL 60532-4362
December 9, 2011

Mr. Jerry P. Wiza
Radiation Safety Officer
RAM Services, Inc.
510 County Highway V
Two Rivers, WI 54241
SUBJECT:

NRC RECIPROCITY FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2012

Dear Mr. Wiza,
This letter is a reminder that each Agreement State licensee (licensee) seeking to conduct
activities under reciprocity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement States, or
in offshore waters (reciprocity activities) under the general license established in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Section 150.20, for the first time in a calendar year must
submit a request containing certain information to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). This general license authorizes persons holding a specific license from an Agreement
State to conduct the same activity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement
States, or in offshore waters, if the specific license issued by the Agreement State does not limit
the authorized activity to specific locations or facilities.
If you request reciprocity under this general license, you must submit: (1) NRC Form 241,
“Report of Proposed Activities in Non-Agreement States, Areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction,
or Offshore Waters;” (2) a copy of your Agreement State specific license; and (3) the fee
specified in 10 CFR 170.31, Item No. 16, as required by 10 CFR 150.20(b)(l). The current fee is
$2,300, though this is subject to change. The NRC must receive this filing a minimum of 3 days
before the licensee engages in reciprocity activities.
For your information and use in filing for reciprocity, an electronic version of NRC Form 241 can
be found on the NRC’s Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/readinqrm/doc-collections/forms/ . This
form was revised in November 2011; please use the current form when filing for reciprocity in
2012.
You do not have to obtain positive authorization from the NRC before performing activities
requested on an NRC Form 241 that has been submitted to the NRC; however, if the NRC
determines that the form contains omissions or errors, the NRC staff will contact you in an
attempt to obtain the correct information. If the discrepancies cannot be resolved and you do
not qualify for the general license, the NRC will inform you of this determination and indicate
that you have not complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 150.20. In this case, you are not
authorized to perform reciprocity activities and must cease any activities that have begun in
NRC jurisdiction until the NRC resolves the discrepancies.

J. Wiza

-2-

An area of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction is an area over which the Federal government
exercises legal control without interference from the jurisdiction and administration of State law.
If you are proposing to perform licensed activities on Federal property in an Agreement State,
you must first determine the jurisdictional status of the area where you plan to work. If you are
unsure about jurisdictional status of the work location on Federal land, you should contact the
Federal agency that controls the facility where the work is to be performed. A written statement
concerning the jurisdictional status is not required to file for reciprocity; however, you should
obtain such a statement for reference and inspection purposes.
Under the general license, a general licensee conducting reciprocity activities is limited to a total
of 180 days in any calendar year. Reciprocity activities conducted in offshore waters are not
subject to the 180-day limit. The NRC tracks reciprocity usage on the basis of approved usage
days. The NRC will not approve any activity under the general license that would exceed the
180-day limit. It is important that you track the days of use and submit changes to dates of
work, when applicable. Storage of material in NRC jurisdiction is considered a reciprocity
activity; days when material is stored and not used count toward the 180-day limit.
Licensees who perform activities using separate Agreement State licenses must submit
separate reciprocity requests. For example, if a licensee has separate radiography and service
licenses, and performs reciprocity work under both, the licensee must submit a separate NRC
Form 241 with evidence of the appropriate fee for the initial filing for each license. The activities
under reciprocity will be limited to 180 days separately for each license.
The NRC expects that you will review the information provided on NRC Form 241, as well as
the regulations cited in 10 CFR 150.20(b), to ensure that your radiation safety program is in
compliance with NRC regulations before conducting reciprocity activities.
If you perform reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction, you must conduct these activities in
accordance with the conditions specified in your Agreement State license, representations
made in NRC Form 241, and other rules, regulations, and orders of the NRC, now or hereafter
in effect. Failure to file NRC Form 241 before performing under reciprocity or failure to comply
with these regulations or to conduct your radiation safety program in compliance with NRC
regulations while operating under reciprocity may result in NRC enforcement action. Such
actions could include the issuance of a notice of violation, imposition of a civil penalty, or an
order to take certain actions as described in the NRC Enforcement Policy, which is available on
the NRC's Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/enforcement/enforce-pol.html .
Your reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction are subject to inspection by NRC personnel. As an
Agreement State licensee operating under reciprocity, you must be aware of NRC requirements
concerning your activities. Your lack of awareness of NRC requirements and applicable
provisions will not prevent NRC from taking appropriate enforcement action.

J. Wiza
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If you have any questions about the regulations or the application process, please feel free to
contact me at (630) 829-9742 or by e-mail at geoffrey.warren@nrc.gov .
Sincerely,
/RA/
Geoffrey M. Warren,
Health Physicist
Materials Inspection Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Docket No. 150-00048
State of Wisconsin License No. 071-1234-01

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION III
2443 Warrenville Road, Ste 210
Lisle, IL 60532-4362
December 9, 2011

Mr. James R. Norden
Director, Construction Services
Resource International, Inc.
6350 Presidential Gateway
Columbus, OH 43231
SUBJECT:

NRC RECIPROCITY FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2012

Dear Mr. Norden,
This letter is a reminder that each Agreement State licensee (licensee) seeking to conduct
activities under reciprocity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement States, or
in offshore waters (reciprocity activities) under the general license established in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Section 150.20, for the first time in a calendar year must
submit a request containing certain information to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). This general license authorizes persons holding a specific license from an Agreement
State to conduct the same activity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement
States, or in offshore waters, if the specific license issued by the Agreement State does not limit
the authorized activity to specific locations or facilities.
If you request reciprocity under this general license, you must submit: (1) NRC Form 241,
“Report of Proposed Activities in Non-Agreement States, Areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction,
or Offshore Waters;” (2) a copy of your Agreement State specific license; and (3) the fee
specified in 10 CFR 170.31, Item No. 16, as required by 10 CFR 150.20(b)(l). The current fee is
$2,300, though this is subject to change. The NRC must receive this filing a minimum of 3 days
before the licensee engages in reciprocity activities.
For your information and use in filing for reciprocity, an electronic version of NRC Form 241 can
be found on the NRC’s Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/readinqrm/doc-collections/forms/ . This
form was revised in November 2011; please use the current form when filing for reciprocity in
2012.
You do not have to obtain positive authorization from the NRC before performing activities
requested on an NRC Form 241 that has been submitted to the NRC; however, if the NRC
determines that the form contains omissions or errors, the NRC staff will contact you in an
attempt to obtain the correct information. If the discrepancies cannot be resolved and you do
not qualify for the general license, the NRC will inform you of this determination and indicate
that you have not complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 150.20. In this case, you are not
authorized to perform reciprocity activities and must cease any activities that have begun in
NRC jurisdiction until the NRC resolves the discrepancies.

J. Norden
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An area of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction is an area over which the Federal government
exercises legal control without interference from the jurisdiction and administration of State law.
If you are proposing to perform licensed activities on Federal property in an Agreement State,
you must first determine the jurisdictional status of the area where you plan to work. If you are
unsure about jurisdictional status of the work location on Federal land, you should contact the
Federal agency that controls the facility where the work is to be performed. A written statement
concerning the jurisdictional status is not required to file for reciprocity; however, you should
obtain such a statement for reference and inspection purposes.
Under the general license, a general licensee conducting reciprocity activities is limited to a total
of 180 days in any calendar year. Reciprocity activities conducted in offshore waters are not
subject to the 180-day limit. The NRC tracks reciprocity usage on the basis of approved usage
days. The NRC will not approve any activity under the general license that would exceed the
180-day limit. It is important that you track the days of use and submit changes to dates of
work, when applicable. Storage of material in NRC jurisdiction is considered a reciprocity
activity; days when material is stored and not used count toward the 180-day limit.
Licensees who perform activities using separate Agreement State licenses must submit
separate reciprocity requests. For example, if a licensee has separate radiography and service
licenses, and performs reciprocity work under both, the licensee must submit a separate NRC
Form 241 with evidence of the appropriate fee for the initial filing for each license. The activities
under reciprocity will be limited to 180 days separately for each license.
The NRC expects that you will review the information provided on NRC Form 241, as well as
the regulations cited in 10 CFR 150.20(b), to ensure that your radiation safety program is in
compliance with NRC regulations before conducting reciprocity activities.
If you perform reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction, you must conduct these activities in
accordance with the conditions specified in your Agreement State license, representations
made in NRC Form 241, and other rules, regulations, and orders of the NRC, now or hereafter
in effect. Failure to file NRC Form 241 before performing under reciprocity or failure to comply
with these regulations or to conduct your radiation safety program in compliance with NRC
regulations while operating under reciprocity may result in NRC enforcement action. Such
actions could include the issuance of a notice of violation, imposition of a civil penalty, or an
order to take certain actions as described in the NRC Enforcement Policy, which is available on
the NRC's Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/enforcement/enforce-pol.html .
Your reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction are subject to inspection by NRC personnel. As an
Agreement State licensee operating under reciprocity, you must be aware of NRC requirements
concerning your activities. Your lack of awareness of NRC requirements and applicable
provisions will not prevent NRC from taking appropriate enforcement action.

J. Norden
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If you have any questions about the regulations or the application process, please feel free to
contact me at (630) 829-9742 or by e-mail at geoffrey.warren@nrc.gov .
Sincerely,
/RA/
Geoffrey M. Warren,
Health Physicist
Materials Inspection Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Docket No. 150-00034
State of Ohio License No. 31210250047

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION III
2443 Warrenville Road, Ste 210
Lisle, IL 60532-4362
December 9, 2011

Mr. John L. Schrader
Radiation Safety Officer
REVISS Services Inc.
175 E. Hawthorn Parkway
Suite 142
Vernon Hills, IL 60061
SUBJECT:

NRC RECIPROCITY FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2012

Dear Mr. Schrader,
This letter is a reminder that each Agreement State licensee (licensee) seeking to conduct
activities under reciprocity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement States, or
in offshore waters (reciprocity activities) under the general license established in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Section 150.20, for the first time in a calendar year must
submit a request containing certain information to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). This general license authorizes persons holding a specific license from an Agreement
State to conduct the same activity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement
States, or in offshore waters, if the specific license issued by the Agreement State does not limit
the authorized activity to specific locations or facilities.
If you request reciprocity under this general license, you must submit: (1) NRC Form 241,
“Report of Proposed Activities in Non-Agreement States, Areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction,
or Offshore Waters;” (2) a copy of your Agreement State specific license; and (3) the fee
specified in 10 CFR 170.31, Item No. 16, as required by 10 CFR 150.20(b)(l). The current fee is
$2,300, though this is subject to change. The NRC must receive this filing a minimum of 3 days
before the licensee engages in reciprocity activities.
For your information and use in filing for reciprocity, an electronic version of NRC Form 241 can
be found on the NRC’s Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/readinqrm/doc-collections/forms/ . This
form was revised in November 2011; please use the current form when filing for reciprocity in
2012.
You do not have to obtain positive authorization from the NRC before performing activities
requested on an NRC Form 241 that has been submitted to the NRC; however, if the NRC
determines that the form contains omissions or errors, the NRC staff will contact you in an
attempt to obtain the correct information. If the discrepancies cannot be resolved and you do
not qualify for the general license, the NRC will inform you of this determination and indicate
that you have not complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 150.20. In this case, you are not
authorized to perform reciprocity activities and must cease any activities that have begun in
NRC jurisdiction until the NRC resolves the discrepancies.

J. Schrader
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An area of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction is an area over which the Federal government
exercises legal control without interference from the jurisdiction and administration of State law.
If you are proposing to perform licensed activities on Federal property in an Agreement State,
you must first determine the jurisdictional status of the area where you plan to work. If you are
unsure about jurisdictional status of the work location on Federal land, you should contact the
Federal agency that controls the facility where the work is to be performed. A written statement
concerning the jurisdictional status is not required to file for reciprocity; however, you should
obtain such a statement for reference and inspection purposes.
Under the general license, a general licensee conducting reciprocity activities is limited to a total
of 180 days in any calendar year. Reciprocity activities conducted in offshore waters are not
subject to the 180-day limit. The NRC tracks reciprocity usage on the basis of approved usage
days. The NRC will not approve any activity under the general license that would exceed the
180-day limit. It is important that you track the days of use and submit changes to dates of
work, when applicable. Storage of material in NRC jurisdiction is considered a reciprocity
activity; days when material is stored and not used count toward the 180-day limit.
Licensees who perform activities using separate Agreement State licenses must submit
separate reciprocity requests. For example, if a licensee has separate radiography and service
licenses, and performs reciprocity work under both, the licensee must submit a separate NRC
Form 241 with evidence of the appropriate fee for the initial filing for each license. The activities
under reciprocity will be limited to 180 days separately for each license.
The NRC expects that you will review the information provided on NRC Form 241, as well as
the regulations cited in 10 CFR 150.20(b), to ensure that your radiation safety program is in
compliance with NRC regulations before conducting reciprocity activities.
If you perform reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction, you must conduct these activities in
accordance with the conditions specified in your Agreement State license, representations
made in NRC Form 241, and other rules, regulations, and orders of the NRC, now or hereafter
in effect. Failure to file NRC Form 241 before performing under reciprocity or failure to comply
with these regulations or to conduct your radiation safety program in compliance with NRC
regulations while operating under reciprocity may result in NRC enforcement action. Such
actions could include the issuance of a notice of violation, imposition of a civil penalty, or an
order to take certain actions as described in the NRC Enforcement Policy, which is available on
the NRC's Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/enforcement/enforce-pol.html .
Your reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction are subject to inspection by NRC personnel. As an
Agreement State licensee operating under reciprocity, you must be aware of NRC requirements
concerning your activities. Your lack of awareness of NRC requirements and applicable
provisions will not prevent NRC from taking appropriate enforcement action.

J. Schrader
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If you have any questions about the regulations or the application process, please feel free to
contact me at (630) 829-9742 or by e-mail at geoffrey.warren@nrc.gov .
Sincerely,
/RA/
Geoffrey M. Warren,
Health Physicist
Materials Inspection Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Docket No. 150-00012
State of Illinois License No. IL-02058-01

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION III
2443 Warrenville Road, Ste 210
Lisle, IL 60532-4362
December 9, 2011

Ms. Ann Almstedt
Radiation Safety Officer
SenTek Corporation
1160-B Alum Creek Drive
Columbus, OH 43209
SUBJECT:

NRC RECIPROCITY FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2012

Dear Ms. Almstedt,
This letter is a reminder that each Agreement State licensee (licensee) seeking to conduct
activities under reciprocity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement States, or
in offshore waters (reciprocity activities) under the general license established in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Section 150.20, for the first time in a calendar year must
submit a request containing certain information to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). This general license authorizes persons holding a specific license from an Agreement
State to conduct the same activity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement
States, or in offshore waters, if the specific license issued by the Agreement State does not limit
the authorized activity to specific locations or facilities.
If you request reciprocity under this general license, you must submit: (1) NRC Form 241,
“Report of Proposed Activities in Non-Agreement States, Areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction,
or Offshore Waters;” (2) a copy of your Agreement State specific license; and (3) the fee
specified in 10 CFR 170.31, Item No. 16, as required by 10 CFR 150.20(b)(l). The current fee is
$2,300, though this is subject to change. The NRC must receive this filing a minimum of 3 days
before the licensee engages in reciprocity activities.
For your information and use in filing for reciprocity, an electronic version of NRC Form 241 can
be found on the NRC’s Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/readinqrm/doc-collections/forms/ . This
form was revised in November 2011; please use the current form when filing for reciprocity in
2012.
You do not have to obtain positive authorization from the NRC before performing activities
requested on an NRC Form 241 that has been submitted to the NRC; however, if the NRC
determines that the form contains omissions or errors, the NRC staff will contact you in an
attempt to obtain the correct information. If the discrepancies cannot be resolved and you do
not qualify for the general license, the NRC will inform you of this determination and indicate
that you have not complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 150.20. In this case, you are not
authorized to perform reciprocity activities and must cease any activities that have begun in
NRC jurisdiction until the NRC resolves the discrepancies.

A. Almstedt

-2-

An area of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction is an area over which the Federal government
exercises legal control without interference from the jurisdiction and administration of State law.
If you are proposing to perform licensed activities on Federal property in an Agreement State,
you must first determine the jurisdictional status of the area where you plan to work. If you are
unsure about jurisdictional status of the work location on Federal land, you should contact the
Federal agency that controls the facility where the work is to be performed. A written statement
concerning the jurisdictional status is not required to file for reciprocity; however, you should
obtain such a statement for reference and inspection purposes.
Under the general license, a general licensee conducting reciprocity activities is limited to a total
of 180 days in any calendar year. Reciprocity activities conducted in offshore waters are not
subject to the 180-day limit. The NRC tracks reciprocity usage on the basis of approved usage
days. The NRC will not approve any activity under the general license that would exceed the
180-day limit. It is important that you track the days of use and submit changes to dates of
work, when applicable. Storage of material in NRC jurisdiction is considered a reciprocity
activity; days when material is stored and not used count toward the 180-day limit.
Licensees who perform activities using separate Agreement State licenses must submit
separate reciprocity requests. For example, if a licensee has separate radiography and service
licenses, and performs reciprocity work under both, the licensee must submit a separate NRC
Form 241 with evidence of the appropriate fee for the initial filing for each license. The activities
under reciprocity will be limited to 180 days separately for each license.
The NRC expects that you will review the information provided on NRC Form 241, as well as
the regulations cited in 10 CFR 150.20(b), to ensure that your radiation safety program is in
compliance with NRC regulations before conducting reciprocity activities.
If you perform reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction, you must conduct these activities in
accordance with the conditions specified in your Agreement State license, representations
made in NRC Form 241, and other rules, regulations, and orders of the NRC, now or hereafter
in effect. Failure to file NRC Form 241 before performing under reciprocity or failure to comply
with these regulations or to conduct your radiation safety program in compliance with NRC
regulations while operating under reciprocity may result in NRC enforcement action. Such
actions could include the issuance of a notice of violation, imposition of a civil penalty, or an
order to take certain actions as described in the NRC Enforcement Policy, which is available on
the NRC's Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/enforcement/enforce-pol.html .
Your reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction are subject to inspection by NRC personnel. As an
Agreement State licensee operating under reciprocity, you must be aware of NRC requirements
concerning your activities. Your lack of awareness of NRC requirements and applicable
provisions will not prevent NRC from taking appropriate enforcement action.

A. Almstedt
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If you have any questions about the regulations or the application process, please feel free to
contact me at (630) 829-9742 or by e-mail at geoffrey.warren@nrc.gov .
Sincerely,
/RA/
Geoffrey M. Warren,
Health Physicist
Materials Inspection Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Docket No. 150-00034
State of Ohio License No. 03214250002

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION III
2443 Warrenville Road, Ste 210
Lisle, IL 60532-4362
December 9, 2011

Ms. Glennda Roberts-McCord
Radiation Safety Officer
Siemens Medical Solutions USA, Inc.
2501 North Barrington Road
Hoffman Estates, IL 60192
SUBJECT:

NRC RECIPROCITY FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2012

Dear Ms. Roberts-McCord,
This letter is a reminder that each Agreement State licensee (licensee) seeking to conduct
activities under reciprocity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement States, or
in offshore waters (reciprocity activities) under the general license established in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Section 150.20, for the first time in a calendar year must
submit a request containing certain information to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). This general license authorizes persons holding a specific license from an Agreement
State to conduct the same activity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement
States, or in offshore waters, if the specific license issued by the Agreement State does not limit
the authorized activity to specific locations or facilities.
If you request reciprocity under this general license, you must submit: (1) NRC Form 241,
“Report of Proposed Activities in Non-Agreement States, Areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction,
or Offshore Waters;” (2) a copy of your Agreement State specific license; and (3) the fee
specified in 10 CFR 170.31, Item No. 16, as required by 10 CFR 150.20(b)(l). The current fee is
$2,300, though this is subject to change. The NRC must receive this filing a minimum of 3 days
before the licensee engages in reciprocity activities.
For your information and use in filing for reciprocity, an electronic version of NRC Form 241 can
be found on the NRC’s Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/readinqrm/doc-collections/forms/ . This
form was revised in November 2011; please use the current form when filing for reciprocity in
2012.
You do not have to obtain positive authorization from the NRC before performing activities
requested on an NRC Form 241 that has been submitted to the NRC; however, if the NRC
determines that the form contains omissions or errors, the NRC staff will contact you in an
attempt to obtain the correct information. If the discrepancies cannot be resolved and you do
not qualify for the general license, the NRC will inform you of this determination and indicate
that you have not complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 150.20. In this case, you are not
authorized to perform reciprocity activities and must cease any activities that have begun in
NRC jurisdiction until the NRC resolves the discrepancies.

G. Roberts-McCord

-2-

An area of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction is an area over which the Federal government
exercises legal control without interference from the jurisdiction and administration of State law.
If you are proposing to perform licensed activities on Federal property in an Agreement State,
you must first determine the jurisdictional status of the area where you plan to work. If you are
unsure about jurisdictional status of the work location on Federal land, you should contact the
Federal agency that controls the facility where the work is to be performed. A written statement
concerning the jurisdictional status is not required to file for reciprocity; however, you should
obtain such a statement for reference and inspection purposes.
Under the general license, a general licensee conducting reciprocity activities is limited to a total
of 180 days in any calendar year. Reciprocity activities conducted in offshore waters are not
subject to the 180-day limit. The NRC tracks reciprocity usage on the basis of approved usage
days. The NRC will not approve any activity under the general license that would exceed the
180-day limit. It is important that you track the days of use and submit changes to dates of
work, when applicable. Storage of material in NRC jurisdiction is considered a reciprocity
activity; days when material is stored and not used count toward the 180-day limit.
Licensees who perform activities using separate Agreement State licenses must submit
separate reciprocity requests. For example, if a licensee has separate radiography and service
licenses, and performs reciprocity work under both, the licensee must submit a separate NRC
Form 241 with evidence of the appropriate fee for the initial filing for each license. The activities
under reciprocity will be limited to 180 days separately for each license.
The NRC expects that you will review the information provided on NRC Form 241, as well as
the regulations cited in 10 CFR 150.20(b), to ensure that your radiation safety program is in
compliance with NRC regulations before conducting reciprocity activities.
If you perform reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction, you must conduct these activities in
accordance with the conditions specified in your Agreement State license, representations
made in NRC Form 241, and other rules, regulations, and orders of the NRC, now or hereafter
in effect. Failure to file NRC Form 241 before performing under reciprocity or failure to comply
with these regulations or to conduct your radiation safety program in compliance with NRC
regulations while operating under reciprocity may result in NRC enforcement action. Such
actions could include the issuance of a notice of violation, imposition of a civil penalty, or an
order to take certain actions as described in the NRC Enforcement Policy, which is available on
the NRC's Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/enforcement/enforce-pol.html .
Your reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction are subject to inspection by NRC personnel. As an
Agreement State licensee operating under reciprocity, you must be aware of NRC requirements
concerning your activities. Your lack of awareness of NRC requirements and applicable
provisions will not prevent NRC from taking appropriate enforcement action.

G. Roberts-McCord
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If you have any questions about the regulations or the application process, please feel free to
contact me at (630) 829-9742 or by e-mail at geoffrey.warren@nrc.gov .
Sincerely,
/RA/
Geoffrey M. Warren,
Health Physicist
Materials Inspection Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Docket No. 150-00012
State of Illinois License No. IL-01130-02

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION III
2443 Warrenville Road, Ste 210
Lisle, IL 60532-4362
December 9, 2011

Ms. Gerhild H. Huber
Office Manager
Stan A. Huber Consultants, Inc.
200 North Cedar Road
New Lenox, IL 60451
SUBJECT:

NRC RECIPROCITY FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2012

Dear Ms. Huber,
This letter is a reminder that each Agreement State licensee (licensee) seeking to conduct
activities under reciprocity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement States, or
in offshore waters (reciprocity activities) under the general license established in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Section 150.20, for the first time in a calendar year must
submit a request containing certain information to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). This general license authorizes persons holding a specific license from an Agreement
State to conduct the same activity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement
States, or in offshore waters, if the specific license issued by the Agreement State does not limit
the authorized activity to specific locations or facilities.
If you request reciprocity under this general license, you must submit: (1) NRC Form 241,
“Report of Proposed Activities in Non-Agreement States, Areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction,
or Offshore Waters;” (2) a copy of your Agreement State specific license; and (3) the fee
specified in 10 CFR 170.31, Item No. 16, as required by 10 CFR 150.20(b)(l). The current fee is
$2,300, though this is subject to change. The NRC must receive this filing a minimum of 3 days
before the licensee engages in reciprocity activities.
For your information and use in filing for reciprocity, an electronic version of NRC Form 241 can
be found on the NRC’s Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/readinqrm/doc-collections/forms/ . This
form was revised in November 2011; please use the current form when filing for reciprocity in
2012.
You do not have to obtain positive authorization from the NRC before performing activities
requested on an NRC Form 241 that has been submitted to the NRC; however, if the NRC
determines that the form contains omissions or errors, the NRC staff will contact you in an
attempt to obtain the correct information. If the discrepancies cannot be resolved and you do
not qualify for the general license, the NRC will inform you of this determination and indicate
that you have not complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 150.20. In this case, you are not
authorized to perform reciprocity activities and must cease any activities that have begun in
NRC jurisdiction until the NRC resolves the discrepancies.

G. Huber

-2-

An area of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction is an area over which the Federal government
exercises legal control without interference from the jurisdiction and administration of State law.
If you are proposing to perform licensed activities on Federal property in an Agreement State,
you must first determine the jurisdictional status of the area where you plan to work. If you are
unsure about jurisdictional status of the work location on Federal land, you should contact the
Federal agency that controls the facility where the work is to be performed. A written statement
concerning the jurisdictional status is not required to file for reciprocity; however, you should
obtain such a statement for reference and inspection purposes.
Under the general license, a general licensee conducting reciprocity activities is limited to a total
of 180 days in any calendar year. Reciprocity activities conducted in offshore waters are not
subject to the 180-day limit. The NRC tracks reciprocity usage on the basis of approved usage
days. The NRC will not approve any activity under the general license that would exceed the
180-day limit. It is important that you track the days of use and submit changes to dates of
work, when applicable. Storage of material in NRC jurisdiction is considered a reciprocity
activity; days when material is stored and not used count toward the 180-day limit.
Licensees who perform activities using separate Agreement State licenses must submit
separate reciprocity requests. For example, if a licensee has separate radiography and service
licenses, and performs reciprocity work under both, the licensee must submit a separate NRC
Form 241 with evidence of the appropriate fee for the initial filing for each license. The activities
under reciprocity will be limited to 180 days separately for each license.
The NRC expects that you will review the information provided on NRC Form 241, as well as
the regulations cited in 10 CFR 150.20(b), to ensure that your radiation safety program is in
compliance with NRC regulations before conducting reciprocity activities.
If you perform reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction, you must conduct these activities in
accordance with the conditions specified in your Agreement State license, representations
made in NRC Form 241, and other rules, regulations, and orders of the NRC, now or hereafter
in effect. Failure to file NRC Form 241 before performing under reciprocity or failure to comply
with these regulations or to conduct your radiation safety program in compliance with NRC
regulations while operating under reciprocity may result in NRC enforcement action. Such
actions could include the issuance of a notice of violation, imposition of a civil penalty, or an
order to take certain actions as described in the NRC Enforcement Policy, which is available on
the NRC's Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/enforcement/enforce-pol.html .
Your reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction are subject to inspection by NRC personnel. As an
Agreement State licensee operating under reciprocity, you must be aware of NRC requirements
concerning your activities. Your lack of awareness of NRC requirements and applicable
provisions will not prevent NRC from taking appropriate enforcement action.

G. Huber
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If you have any questions about the regulations or the application process, please feel free to
contact me at (630) 829-9742 or by e-mail at geoffrey.warren@nrc.gov .
Sincerely,
/RA/
Geoffrey M. Warren,
Health Physicist
Materials Inspection Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Docket No. 150-00012
State of Illinois License No. IL-01013-01

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION III
2443 Warrenville Road, Ste 210
Lisle, IL 60532-4362
December 9, 2011

Mr. Stanley W. Buhr
Radiation Safety Officer
Standard Nuclear Consultants, Ltd.
42W802 Smith Road
Elburn, IL 60119
SUBJECT:

NRC RECIPROCITY FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2012

Dear Mr. Buhr,
This letter is a reminder that each Agreement State licensee (licensee) seeking to conduct
activities under reciprocity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement States, or
in offshore waters (reciprocity activities) under the general license established in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Section 150.20, for the first time in a calendar year must
submit a request containing certain information to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). This general license authorizes persons holding a specific license from an Agreement
State to conduct the same activity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement
States, or in offshore waters, if the specific license issued by the Agreement State does not limit
the authorized activity to specific locations or facilities.
If you request reciprocity under this general license, you must submit: (1) NRC Form 241,
“Report of Proposed Activities in Non-Agreement States, Areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction,
or Offshore Waters;” (2) a copy of your Agreement State specific license; and (3) the fee
specified in 10 CFR 170.31, Item No. 16, as required by 10 CFR 150.20(b)(l). The current fee is
$2,300, though this is subject to change. The NRC must receive this filing a minimum of 3 days
before the licensee engages in reciprocity activities.
For your information and use in filing for reciprocity, an electronic version of NRC Form 241 can
be found on the NRC’s Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/readinqrm/doc-collections/forms/ . This
form was revised in November 2011; please use the current form when filing for reciprocity in
2012.
You do not have to obtain positive authorization from the NRC before performing activities
requested on an NRC Form 241 that has been submitted to the NRC; however, if the NRC
determines that the form contains omissions or errors, the NRC staff will contact you in an
attempt to obtain the correct information. If the discrepancies cannot be resolved and you do
not qualify for the general license, the NRC will inform you of this determination and indicate
that you have not complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 150.20. In this case, you are not
authorized to perform reciprocity activities and must cease any activities that have begun in
NRC jurisdiction until the NRC resolves the discrepancies.

S. Buhr

-2-

An area of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction is an area over which the Federal government
exercises legal control without interference from the jurisdiction and administration of State law.
If you are proposing to perform licensed activities on Federal property in an Agreement State,
you must first determine the jurisdictional status of the area where you plan to work. If you are
unsure about jurisdictional status of the work location on Federal land, you should contact the
Federal agency that controls the facility where the work is to be performed. A written statement
concerning the jurisdictional status is not required to file for reciprocity; however, you should
obtain such a statement for reference and inspection purposes.
Under the general license, a general licensee conducting reciprocity activities is limited to a total
of 180 days in any calendar year. Reciprocity activities conducted in offshore waters are not
subject to the 180-day limit. The NRC tracks reciprocity usage on the basis of approved usage
days. The NRC will not approve any activity under the general license that would exceed the
180-day limit. It is important that you track the days of use and submit changes to dates of
work, when applicable. Storage of material in NRC jurisdiction is considered a reciprocity
activity; days when material is stored and not used count toward the 180-day limit.
Licensees who perform activities using separate Agreement State licenses must submit
separate reciprocity requests. For example, if a licensee has separate radiography and service
licenses, and performs reciprocity work under both, the licensee must submit a separate NRC
Form 241 with evidence of the appropriate fee for the initial filing for each license. The activities
under reciprocity will be limited to 180 days separately for each license.
The NRC expects that you will review the information provided on NRC Form 241, as well as
the regulations cited in 10 CFR 150.20(b), to ensure that your radiation safety program is in
compliance with NRC regulations before conducting reciprocity activities.
If you perform reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction, you must conduct these activities in
accordance with the conditions specified in your Agreement State license, representations
made in NRC Form 241, and other rules, regulations, and orders of the NRC, now or hereafter
in effect. Failure to file NRC Form 241 before performing under reciprocity or failure to comply
with these regulations or to conduct your radiation safety program in compliance with NRC
regulations while operating under reciprocity may result in NRC enforcement action. Such
actions could include the issuance of a notice of violation, imposition of a civil penalty, or an
order to take certain actions as described in the NRC Enforcement Policy, which is available on
the NRC's Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/enforcement/enforce-pol.html .
Your reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction are subject to inspection by NRC personnel. As an
Agreement State licensee operating under reciprocity, you must be aware of NRC requirements
concerning your activities. Your lack of awareness of NRC requirements and applicable
provisions will not prevent NRC from taking appropriate enforcement action.

S. Buhr
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If you have any questions about the regulations or the application process, please feel free to
contact me at (630) 829-9742 or by e-mail at geoffrey.warren@nrc.gov .
Sincerely,
/RA/
Geoffrey M. Warren,
Health Physicist
Materials Inspection Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Docket No. 150-00012
State of Illinois License No. IL-01300-01

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION III
2443 Warrenville Road, Ste 210
Lisle, IL 60532-4362
December 9, 2011

Mr. Randy Schlegel
Radiation Safety Officer
Stork Twin City Testing
662 Cromwell Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55114
SUBJECT:

NRC RECIPROCITY FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2012

Dear Mr. Schlegel,
This letter is a reminder that each Agreement State licensee (licensee) seeking to conduct
activities under reciprocity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement States, or
in offshore waters (reciprocity activities) under the general license established in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Section 150.20, for the first time in a calendar year must
submit a request containing certain information to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). This general license authorizes persons holding a specific license from an Agreement
State to conduct the same activity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement
States, or in offshore waters, if the specific license issued by the Agreement State does not limit
the authorized activity to specific locations or facilities.
If you request reciprocity under this general license, you must submit: (1) NRC Form 241,
“Report of Proposed Activities in Non-Agreement States, Areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction,
or Offshore Waters;” (2) a copy of your Agreement State specific license; and (3) the fee
specified in 10 CFR 170.31, Item No. 16, as required by 10 CFR 150.20(b)(l). The current fee is
$2,300, though this is subject to change. The NRC must receive this filing a minimum of 3 days
before the licensee engages in reciprocity activities.
For your information and use in filing for reciprocity, an electronic version of NRC Form 241 can
be found on the NRC’s Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/readinqrm/doc-collections/forms/ . This
form was revised in November 2011; please use the current form when filing for reciprocity in
2012.
You do not have to obtain positive authorization from the NRC before performing activities
requested on an NRC Form 241 that has been submitted to the NRC; however, if the NRC
determines that the form contains omissions or errors, the NRC staff will contact you in an
attempt to obtain the correct information. If the discrepancies cannot be resolved and you do
not qualify for the general license, the NRC will inform you of this determination and indicate
that you have not complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 150.20. In this case, you are not
authorized to perform reciprocity activities and must cease any activities that have begun in
NRC jurisdiction until the NRC resolves the discrepancies.

R. Schlegel

-2-

An area of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction is an area over which the Federal government
exercises legal control without interference from the jurisdiction and administration of State law.
If you are proposing to perform licensed activities on Federal property in an Agreement State,
you must first determine the jurisdictional status of the area where you plan to work. If you are
unsure about jurisdictional status of the work location on Federal land, you should contact the
Federal agency that controls the facility where the work is to be performed. A written statement
concerning the jurisdictional status is not required to file for reciprocity; however, you should
obtain such a statement for reference and inspection purposes.
Under the general license, a general licensee conducting reciprocity activities is limited to a total
of 180 days in any calendar year. Reciprocity activities conducted in offshore waters are not
subject to the 180-day limit. The NRC tracks reciprocity usage on the basis of approved usage
days. The NRC will not approve any activity under the general license that would exceed the
180-day limit. It is important that you track the days of use and submit changes to dates of
work, when applicable. Storage of material in NRC jurisdiction is considered a reciprocity
activity; days when material is stored and not used count toward the 180-day limit.
Licensees who perform activities using separate Agreement State licenses must submit
separate reciprocity requests. For example, if a licensee has separate radiography and service
licenses, and performs reciprocity work under both, the licensee must submit a separate NRC
Form 241 with evidence of the appropriate fee for the initial filing for each license. The activities
under reciprocity will be limited to 180 days separately for each license.
The NRC expects that you will review the information provided on NRC Form 241, as well as
the regulations cited in 10 CFR 150.20(b), to ensure that your radiation safety program is in
compliance with NRC regulations before conducting reciprocity activities.
If you perform reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction, you must conduct these activities in
accordance with the conditions specified in your Agreement State license, representations
made in NRC Form 241, and other rules, regulations, and orders of the NRC, now or hereafter
in effect. Failure to file NRC Form 241 before performing under reciprocity or failure to comply
with these regulations or to conduct your radiation safety program in compliance with NRC
regulations while operating under reciprocity may result in NRC enforcement action. Such
actions could include the issuance of a notice of violation, imposition of a civil penalty, or an
order to take certain actions as described in the NRC Enforcement Policy, which is available on
the NRC's Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/enforcement/enforce-pol.html .
Your reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction are subject to inspection by NRC personnel. As an
Agreement State licensee operating under reciprocity, you must be aware of NRC requirements
concerning your activities. Your lack of awareness of NRC requirements and applicable
provisions will not prevent NRC from taking appropriate enforcement action.

R. Schlegel
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If you have any questions about the regulations or the application process, please feel free to
contact me at (630) 829-9742 or by e-mail at geoffrey.warren@nrc.gov .
Sincerely,
/RA/
Geoffrey M. Warren,
Health Physicist
Materials Inspection Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Docket No. 150-00022
State of Minnesota License No. 1070-200-62

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION III
2443 Warrenville Road, Ste 210
Lisle, IL 60532-4362
December 9, 2011

Mr. Tim Depinet, CNMT
Nuclear Administrator
Toledo Cardiology Consultants, Inc.
2409 Cherry St.
Suite 100
Toledo, OH 43608
SUBJECT:

NRC RECIPROCITY FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2012

Dear Mr. Depinet,
This letter is a reminder that each Agreement State licensee (licensee) seeking to conduct
activities under reciprocity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement States, or
in offshore waters (reciprocity activities) under the general license established in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Section 150.20, for the first time in a calendar year must
submit a request containing certain information to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). This general license authorizes persons holding a specific license from an Agreement
State to conduct the same activity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement
States, or in offshore waters, if the specific license issued by the Agreement State does not limit
the authorized activity to specific locations or facilities.
If you request reciprocity under this general license, you must submit: (1) NRC Form 241,
“Report of Proposed Activities in Non-Agreement States, Areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction,
or Offshore Waters;” (2) a copy of your Agreement State specific license; and (3) the fee
specified in 10 CFR 170.31, Item No. 16, as required by 10 CFR 150.20(b)(l). The current fee is
$2,300, though this is subject to change. The NRC must receive this filing a minimum of 3 days
before the licensee engages in reciprocity activities.
For your information and use in filing for reciprocity, an electronic version of NRC Form 241 can
be found on the NRC’s Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/readinqrm/doc-collections/forms/ . This
form was revised in November 2011; please use the current form when filing for reciprocity in
2012.
You do not have to obtain positive authorization from the NRC before performing activities
requested on an NRC Form 241 that has been submitted to the NRC; however, if the NRC
determines that the form contains omissions or errors, the NRC staff will contact you in an
attempt to obtain the correct information. If the discrepancies cannot be resolved and you do
not qualify for the general license, the NRC will inform you of this determination and indicate
that you have not complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 150.20. In this case, you are not
authorized to perform reciprocity activities and must cease any activities that have begun in
NRC jurisdiction until the NRC resolves the discrepancies.
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An area of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction is an area over which the Federal government
exercises legal control without interference from the jurisdiction and administration of State law.
If you are proposing to perform licensed activities on Federal property in an Agreement State,
you must first determine the jurisdictional status of the area where you plan to work. If you are
unsure about jurisdictional status of the work location on Federal land, you should contact the
Federal agency that controls the facility where the work is to be performed. A written statement
concerning the jurisdictional status is not required to file for reciprocity; however, you should
obtain such a statement for reference and inspection purposes.
Under the general license, a general licensee conducting reciprocity activities is limited to a total
of 180 days in any calendar year. Reciprocity activities conducted in offshore waters are not
subject to the 180-day limit. The NRC tracks reciprocity usage on the basis of approved usage
days. The NRC will not approve any activity under the general license that would exceed the
180-day limit. It is important that you track the days of use and submit changes to dates of
work, when applicable. Storage of material in NRC jurisdiction is considered a reciprocity
activity; days when material is stored and not used count toward the 180-day limit.
Licensees who perform activities using separate Agreement State licenses must submit
separate reciprocity requests. For example, if a licensee has separate radiography and service
licenses, and performs reciprocity work under both, the licensee must submit a separate NRC
Form 241 with evidence of the appropriate fee for the initial filing for each license. The activities
under reciprocity will be limited to 180 days separately for each license.
The NRC expects that you will review the information provided on NRC Form 241, as well as
the regulations cited in 10 CFR 150.20(b), to ensure that your radiation safety program is in
compliance with NRC regulations before conducting reciprocity activities.
If you perform reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction, you must conduct these activities in
accordance with the conditions specified in your Agreement State license, representations
made in NRC Form 241, and other rules, regulations, and orders of the NRC, now or hereafter
in effect. Failure to file NRC Form 241 before performing under reciprocity or failure to comply
with these regulations or to conduct your radiation safety program in compliance with NRC
regulations while operating under reciprocity may result in NRC enforcement action. Such
actions could include the issuance of a notice of violation, imposition of a civil penalty, or an
order to take certain actions as described in the NRC Enforcement Policy, which is available on
the NRC's Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/enforcement/enforce-pol.html .
Your reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction are subject to inspection by NRC personnel. As an
Agreement State licensee operating under reciprocity, you must be aware of NRC requirements
concerning your activities. Your lack of awareness of NRC requirements and applicable
provisions will not prevent NRC from taking appropriate enforcement action.
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If you have any questions about the regulations or the application process, please feel free to
contact me at (630) 829-9742 or by e-mail at geoffrey.warren@nrc.gov .
Sincerely,
/RA/
Geoffrey M. Warren,
Health Physicist
Materials Inspection Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Docket No. 150-00034
State of Ohio License No. 02220490000

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION III
2443 Warrenville Road, Ste 210
Lisle, IL 60532-4362
December 9, 2011

Mr. John P. Hanson
Radiation Safety Officer
TRC Environmental Corporation
P.O. Box 8923
Madison, WI 53708
SUBJECT:

NRC RECIPROCITY FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2012

Dear Mr. Hanson,
This letter is a reminder that each Agreement State licensee (licensee) seeking to conduct
activities under reciprocity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement States, or
in offshore waters (reciprocity activities) under the general license established in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Section 150.20, for the first time in a calendar year must
submit a request containing certain information to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). This general license authorizes persons holding a specific license from an Agreement
State to conduct the same activity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement
States, or in offshore waters, if the specific license issued by the Agreement State does not limit
the authorized activity to specific locations or facilities.
If you request reciprocity under this general license, you must submit: (1) NRC Form 241,
“Report of Proposed Activities in Non-Agreement States, Areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction,
or Offshore Waters;” (2) a copy of your Agreement State specific license; and (3) the fee
specified in 10 CFR 170.31, Item No. 16, as required by 10 CFR 150.20(b)(l). The current fee is
$2,300, though this is subject to change. The NRC must receive this filing a minimum of 3 days
before the licensee engages in reciprocity activities.
For your information and use in filing for reciprocity, an electronic version of NRC Form 241 can
be found on the NRC’s Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/readinqrm/doc-collections/forms/ . This
form was revised in November 2011; please use the current form when filing for reciprocity in
2012.
You do not have to obtain positive authorization from the NRC before performing activities
requested on an NRC Form 241 that has been submitted to the NRC; however, if the NRC
determines that the form contains omissions or errors, the NRC staff will contact you in an
attempt to obtain the correct information. If the discrepancies cannot be resolved and you do
not qualify for the general license, the NRC will inform you of this determination and indicate
that you have not complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 150.20. In this case, you are not
authorized to perform reciprocity activities and must cease any activities that have begun in
NRC jurisdiction until the NRC resolves the discrepancies.
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An area of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction is an area over which the Federal government
exercises legal control without interference from the jurisdiction and administration of State law.
If you are proposing to perform licensed activities on Federal property in an Agreement State,
you must first determine the jurisdictional status of the area where you plan to work. If you are
unsure about jurisdictional status of the work location on Federal land, you should contact the
Federal agency that controls the facility where the work is to be performed. A written statement
concerning the jurisdictional status is not required to file for reciprocity; however, you should
obtain such a statement for reference and inspection purposes.
Under the general license, a general licensee conducting reciprocity activities is limited to a total
of 180 days in any calendar year. Reciprocity activities conducted in offshore waters are not
subject to the 180-day limit. The NRC tracks reciprocity usage on the basis of approved usage
days. The NRC will not approve any activity under the general license that would exceed the
180-day limit. It is important that you track the days of use and submit changes to dates of
work, when applicable. Storage of material in NRC jurisdiction is considered a reciprocity
activity; days when material is stored and not used count toward the 180-day limit.
Licensees who perform activities using separate Agreement State licenses must submit
separate reciprocity requests. For example, if a licensee has separate radiography and service
licenses, and performs reciprocity work under both, the licensee must submit a separate NRC
Form 241 with evidence of the appropriate fee for the initial filing for each license. The activities
under reciprocity will be limited to 180 days separately for each license.
The NRC expects that you will review the information provided on NRC Form 241, as well as
the regulations cited in 10 CFR 150.20(b), to ensure that your radiation safety program is in
compliance with NRC regulations before conducting reciprocity activities.
If you perform reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction, you must conduct these activities in
accordance with the conditions specified in your Agreement State license, representations
made in NRC Form 241, and other rules, regulations, and orders of the NRC, now or hereafter
in effect. Failure to file NRC Form 241 before performing under reciprocity or failure to comply
with these regulations or to conduct your radiation safety program in compliance with NRC
regulations while operating under reciprocity may result in NRC enforcement action. Such
actions could include the issuance of a notice of violation, imposition of a civil penalty, or an
order to take certain actions as described in the NRC Enforcement Policy, which is available on
the NRC's Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/enforcement/enforce-pol.html .
Your reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction are subject to inspection by NRC personnel. As an
Agreement State licensee operating under reciprocity, you must be aware of NRC requirements
concerning your activities. Your lack of awareness of NRC requirements and applicable
provisions will not prevent NRC from taking appropriate enforcement action.
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If you have any questions about the regulations or the application process, please feel free to
contact me at (630) 829-9742 or by e-mail at geoffrey.warren@nrc.gov .
Sincerely,
/RA/
Geoffrey M. Warren,
Health Physicist
Materials Inspection Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Docket No. 150-00048
State of Wisconsin License No. 025-1399-01

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION III
2443 Warrenville Road, Ste 210
Lisle, IL 60532-4362
December 9, 2011

Mr. David Rands
Radiation Safety Officer
Twin Ports Testing, Inc.
1301 North 3rd Street
Superior, WI 54880
SUBJECT:

NRC RECIPROCITY FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2012

Dear Mr. Rands,
This letter is a reminder that each Agreement State licensee (licensee) seeking to conduct
activities under reciprocity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement States, or
in offshore waters (reciprocity activities) under the general license established in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Section 150.20, for the first time in a calendar year must
submit a request containing certain information to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). This general license authorizes persons holding a specific license from an Agreement
State to conduct the same activity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement
States, or in offshore waters, if the specific license issued by the Agreement State does not limit
the authorized activity to specific locations or facilities.
If you request reciprocity under this general license, you must submit: (1) NRC Form 241,
“Report of Proposed Activities in Non-Agreement States, Areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction,
or Offshore Waters;” (2) a copy of your Agreement State specific license; and (3) the fee
specified in 10 CFR 170.31, Item No. 16, as required by 10 CFR 150.20(b)(l). The current fee is
$2,300, though this is subject to change. The NRC must receive this filing a minimum of 3 days
before the licensee engages in reciprocity activities.
For your information and use in filing for reciprocity, an electronic version of NRC Form 241 can
be found on the NRC’s Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/readinqrm/doc-collections/forms/ . This
form was revised in November 2011; please use the current form when filing for reciprocity in
2012.
You do not have to obtain positive authorization from the NRC before performing activities
requested on an NRC Form 241 that has been submitted to the NRC; however, if the NRC
determines that the form contains omissions or errors, the NRC staff will contact you in an
attempt to obtain the correct information. If the discrepancies cannot be resolved and you do
not qualify for the general license, the NRC will inform you of this determination and indicate
that you have not complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 150.20. In this case, you are not
authorized to perform reciprocity activities and must cease any activities that have begun in
NRC jurisdiction until the NRC resolves the discrepancies.

D. Rands
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An area of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction is an area over which the Federal government
exercises legal control without interference from the jurisdiction and administration of State law.
If you are proposing to perform licensed activities on Federal property in an Agreement State,
you must first determine the jurisdictional status of the area where you plan to work. If you are
unsure about jurisdictional status of the work location on Federal land, you should contact the
Federal agency that controls the facility where the work is to be performed. A written statement
concerning the jurisdictional status is not required to file for reciprocity; however, you should
obtain such a statement for reference and inspection purposes.
Under the general license, a general licensee conducting reciprocity activities is limited to a total
of 180 days in any calendar year. Reciprocity activities conducted in offshore waters are not
subject to the 180-day limit. The NRC tracks reciprocity usage on the basis of approved usage
days. The NRC will not approve any activity under the general license that would exceed the
180-day limit. It is important that you track the days of use and submit changes to dates of
work, when applicable. Storage of material in NRC jurisdiction is considered a reciprocity
activity; days when material is stored and not used count toward the 180-day limit.
Licensees who perform activities using separate Agreement State licenses must submit
separate reciprocity requests. For example, if a licensee has separate radiography and service
licenses, and performs reciprocity work under both, the licensee must submit a separate NRC
Form 241 with evidence of the appropriate fee for the initial filing for each license. The activities
under reciprocity will be limited to 180 days separately for each license.
The NRC expects that you will review the information provided on NRC Form 241, as well as
the regulations cited in 10 CFR 150.20(b), to ensure that your radiation safety program is in
compliance with NRC regulations before conducting reciprocity activities.
If you perform reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction, you must conduct these activities in
accordance with the conditions specified in your Agreement State license, representations
made in NRC Form 241, and other rules, regulations, and orders of the NRC, now or hereafter
in effect. Failure to file NRC Form 241 before performing under reciprocity or failure to comply
with these regulations or to conduct your radiation safety program in compliance with NRC
regulations while operating under reciprocity may result in NRC enforcement action. Such
actions could include the issuance of a notice of violation, imposition of a civil penalty, or an
order to take certain actions as described in the NRC Enforcement Policy, which is available on
the NRC's Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/enforcement/enforce-pol.html .
Your reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction are subject to inspection by NRC personnel. As an
Agreement State licensee operating under reciprocity, you must be aware of NRC requirements
concerning your activities. Your lack of awareness of NRC requirements and applicable
provisions will not prevent NRC from taking appropriate enforcement action.

D. Rands
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If you have any questions about the regulations or the application process, please feel free to
contact me at (630) 829-9742 or by e-mail at geoffrey.warren@nrc.gov .
Sincerely,
/RA/
Geoffrey M. Warren,
Health Physicist
Materials Inspection Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Docket No. 150-00048
State of Wisconsin License No. 031-1317-02

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION III
2443 Warrenville Road, Ste 210
Lisle, IL 60532-4362
December 9, 2011

Mr. Victor Goretsky
Radiation Safety Officer
University of Wisconsin - Madison
Safety Department
30 East Campus Mall
Madison, WI 53706
SUBJECT:

NRC RECIPROCITY FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2012

Dear Mr. Goretsky,
This letter is a reminder that each Agreement State licensee (licensee) seeking to conduct
activities under reciprocity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement States, or
in offshore waters (reciprocity activities) under the general license established in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Section 150.20, for the first time in a calendar year must
submit a request containing certain information to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). This general license authorizes persons holding a specific license from an Agreement
State to conduct the same activity in areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction, non-Agreement
States, or in offshore waters, if the specific license issued by the Agreement State does not limit
the authorized activity to specific locations or facilities.
If you request reciprocity under this general license, you must submit: (1) NRC Form 241,
“Report of Proposed Activities in Non-Agreement States, Areas of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction,
or Offshore Waters;” (2) a copy of your Agreement State specific license; and (3) the fee
specified in 10 CFR 170.31, Item No. 16, as required by 10 CFR 150.20(b)(l). The current fee is
$2,300, though this is subject to change. The NRC must receive this filing a minimum of 3 days
before the licensee engages in reciprocity activities.
For your information and use in filing for reciprocity, an electronic version of NRC Form 241 can
be found on the NRC’s Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/readinqrm/doc-collections/forms/ . This
form was revised in November 2011; please use the current form when filing for reciprocity in
2012.
You do not have to obtain positive authorization from the NRC before performing activities
requested on an NRC Form 241 that has been submitted to the NRC; however, if the NRC
determines that the form contains omissions or errors, the NRC staff will contact you in an
attempt to obtain the correct information. If the discrepancies cannot be resolved and you do
not qualify for the general license, the NRC will inform you of this determination and indicate
that you have not complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 150.20. In this case, you are not
authorized to perform reciprocity activities and must cease any activities that have begun in
NRC jurisdiction until the NRC resolves the discrepancies.
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An area of Exclusive Federal jurisdiction is an area over which the Federal government
exercises legal control without interference from the jurisdiction and administration of State law.
If you are proposing to perform licensed activities on Federal property in an Agreement State,
you must first determine the jurisdictional status of the area where you plan to work. If you are
unsure about jurisdictional status of the work location on Federal land, you should contact the
Federal agency that controls the facility where the work is to be performed. A written statement
concerning the jurisdictional status is not required to file for reciprocity; however, you should
obtain such a statement for reference and inspection purposes.
Under the general license, a general licensee conducting reciprocity activities is limited to a total
of 180 days in any calendar year. Reciprocity activities conducted in offshore waters are not
subject to the 180-day limit. The NRC tracks reciprocity usage on the basis of approved usage
days. The NRC will not approve any activity under the general license that would exceed the
180-day limit. It is important that you track the days of use and submit changes to dates of
work, when applicable. Storage of material in NRC jurisdiction is considered a reciprocity
activity; days when material is stored and not used count toward the 180-day limit.
Licensees who perform activities using separate Agreement State licenses must submit
separate reciprocity requests. For example, if a licensee has separate radiography and service
licenses, and performs reciprocity work under both, the licensee must submit a separate NRC
Form 241 with evidence of the appropriate fee for the initial filing for each license. The activities
under reciprocity will be limited to 180 days separately for each license.
The NRC expects that you will review the information provided on NRC Form 241, as well as
the regulations cited in 10 CFR 150.20(b), to ensure that your radiation safety program is in
compliance with NRC regulations before conducting reciprocity activities.
If you perform reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction, you must conduct these activities in
accordance with the conditions specified in your Agreement State license, representations
made in NRC Form 241, and other rules, regulations, and orders of the NRC, now or hereafter
in effect. Failure to file NRC Form 241 before performing under reciprocity or failure to comply
with these regulations or to conduct your radiation safety program in compliance with NRC
regulations while operating under reciprocity may result in NRC enforcement action. Such
actions could include the issuance of a notice of violation, imposition of a civil penalty, or an
order to take certain actions as described in the NRC Enforcement Policy, which is available on
the NRC's Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/enforcement/enforce-pol.html .
Your reciprocity activities in NRC jurisdiction are subject to inspection by NRC personnel. As an
Agreement State licensee operating under reciprocity, you must be aware of NRC requirements
concerning your activities. Your lack of awareness of NRC requirements and applicable
provisions will not prevent NRC from taking appropriate enforcement action.

V. Goretsky
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If you have any questions about the regulations or the application process, please feel free to
contact me at (630) 829-9742 or by e-mail at geoffrey.warren@nrc.gov .
Sincerely,
/RA/
Geoffrey M. Warren,
Health Physicist
Materials Inspection Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Docket No. 150-00048
State of Wisconsin License No. 025-1323-01

